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page eight
Fonner student Chris Thile and the
rest of Nickel Creek perfonned in
from of a sold-out crowd in Lovett
Auditorium on Nov. 9.

page eleven
Twelve Murray State seniors
won the final game of their
college careers Saturday
in a 35-17 win over
Tennessee-Martin.
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Hoopla begins: Racers take court
Team wants win West Florida
•
1n season opener offers Racers
against Brescia first challenge

Forward Susan Tackett is one of fh·e seniors on the
MSU women's basketball team for t h is season.

BY KEVIN THOMAS

BY JusnN M cGILL

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State women's basketball team
hope!> to start the season with a victory when
Brescia University travels to the Regional Special Events Center 5 :.~0 p.m. Saturday.
The matchup is the fi rst between Murray
State and Brescia and will take place prior to
the men's game against West Florida. Head
Coach Eddie Fields will attempt to win his third
opener since taking over the team in the 19931994 season.
The game against Brescia is the first of four
games the women's basketball team will play in
the next week.
Coach Eddie Fields said the upcoming games
will help his team gain bnlance for lhe rest of
the season.
"We really need to be playing right now to
find out exactly where we are,'' Fields said.
"Saturday will be a good little test for us. We
really j ust need to play somebody other than
ourselves."
The MSU women's basketball team plans to
continue the success it had in its 83-77 exhibition win over the Nashville All·Stars on Nov. 4.
''We are going to continue lo shoot the ball
awful quickly, and we: rc:ally want to stay away
from walking the hall up the.coutt."l1ields ~id

For the first time since 1993-94. Murray State
will not enter the basketball season as a defending
Ohio Valley Conference champion. Thl! Racers
were defeated in the ~milinals of the OVC Champion~hip Tournament I~ season, marking the first
time since the 1993-94 season that MSU had not
appeared in the title game.
The Racers' attempt at starting a new streak
begins Saturday night at the Regional Special
E..·cnrs Cenrer when MSU hosts We.st Florida. The
game will begin 30 minutes following the MSU
women's season-opener against Brescia.
Head Coach Tevester Anderson said West
Aorida will resemble VASDA. the team MSU fell
to 89-88 in an exhibition game last Thursday.
"They've (West Florida) got a bunch of guys
back from ln.<.t year, and they recrUited some junior
collc!ge players," Anderson said. "rrom what
we've hC'ard, they'll he n pretty good opponent.
They're u very fine ~hooting team, so defensively
we've got to get better."
Anderson said this game will help decide which
lineup combinations will be: best for the Racers
Utis season.
"When you have a team that's got a lot of guys
who have equal abilny, that's what you run up
ezaim;~" Aru:le!'!on !:!lld. "Right now, I'm just

Karri Rubeck/The News

M urray State sophomore forward Cuthbert Victor
see MEN'S BASKETBALL /14 d unks O\'er a VASDA defender on Nov. 9.

see WOMEN'S BASKETBALL /14

MSU alumnus takes part in anthrax fight
BY TAYLOR EWING
STAFF WRITER

Murray State alumnus Gene Ray
recemly became an important part
of the United Stutes Postal Servke's defense agnin~t anthrax.
Ray. a 1960 graduate. is chairman. president and CEO of the
Titan Corporation. which has sold
$40 million worth of equipment to
the United States Postal S_!!rvice to
protect postal workers and those
receiving mail from anthralt exposure.
Rny said the Titan Corporation
offers a number of services such as

assisting companies to improve
their internet-related informationtechnology capabilities. offering
wireless telecommunication to
developing companies and sterilizing medical products such as IVs
and catheters.
"We've also developed a process
of eliminating a major health probll!m that comes from the food we
eat," Ray said.
Ray said his company has developed a machine that ldlb bacteria
such as E. coli and listeria. The
company has built more than 50
systems altogether.
''The machine u...es an electron

heam to kill bacteria without
changing the taste of the food."
Ray said. "The machine work:-~
exactly the same way for mail. 1L
penetrates the mail and kills the
bacteria wi thout damaging the
mail."
Ray said the U.S. Po),tal Service
hought eight systems. each costing
about $5 mi llion. He told Reuters
new:. service the Washington D.C.
systems would be ready this
month. and the estimated cost of
using the technology wa.<: a penny
per letter.
"Right now we've taken one of
the systems. which was in Ltma,

Ohio. nod are uo,ing it to scan high·
level mail brought in from Washington, D.C.," Rny said.
Ray said he b currently in discussion with several other countries who want to purchase the .'>ystems. llis of1icc is averaging 100
phone call' per day, and he has
been on mnre than 25 television
programs.
••I've been l1n Bryant Gumble
twice in three weeks. interviewed
by Matt Lauer (The Today Show).
on Good Morning America and
CNN three times," Ra)' said. "I've
been on all three national-network
evening shows: ABC with Peter

More options will be available to srudents looking for weekend activities
thanks to the Student Government Asso,ciation's "Unpack Your Suitcase" program.
SGA Vice President Billy Hansen .said
SGA will sponsor an event on either Friday or Saturday night every week next
semester in the Curri~ Center or re..;idential colleges.
''We'll have anything from comedy
acts to local mu~ic groups to lectures.
spirit events heiC.>re basketball game);,
movies and street dances. Ju~t mndom
things,'' Han.,en said. ''Anything to get
people to stay here on the weekends."
Sophomore Drew Thompson said he
wished more students stayed in Murray
on weekends.
"It would be fun for cverybndy if people would stay on campu~ and make stuff
happen," Thomp!ooon said.
SGA Secretary Brett Keohan 'aid SGA
decided to stan the ' 'Unpack Your Suitcase" progt11m bccau!>e students reque~t
ed more on-campus activities.
"It' s needed bccau:-.e studems have
been constantly u~king SGA to provid!!

lu_ ~
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Baurer said if the problem student is a
member of a given fraternity. he would be
asked to avoid all fraternity functions other
than his own. The IFC could not prohibit
members from attending their own fraternity' s events.
As a re,uJt of the incidents. the IFC canceled all fraternity functions last week.
' 'The executi\'e (council) made that decision in th(.' interest of ~tudent safety," said

tions were attended only by members of the
particular fraternity.
"After the inc1dents they decided tu take
The Interfraternity Council's executive
a break from their social functions.'' Jim
council made the decision to implement a
Baurer 'aid. "They reviewed their riskthree-slrike.<; rule for ''trouble-makers'' at
management policy and are taking steps to
fraternity functions.
prevent those kind~ of incidents from hapThe decision was made in the wake of
pening again."
two incident~ that occurred at Sigma Chi
Fraternity representathes said their chapand Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity parties in
ters agreed w1th the l FC's decision .
the past two weeks.
"'As 10 the closmg of fraternity
Four students were treated for
social events last week, ~TO supminor injuries then released from
'· We needed a one-week ports the IFC in its efforts to
the Murray Calloway County Ho~ 
postponement of activities ensure the safety of guests," said
pital following the AGR incident,
Alpha Tau Omega president David
to regroup and rethi nk Perlow. "The one week suspension
and the IFC decided, in the interest
of safety. that troublemakers at frahow to make frat parti es did force us to reschedule our
ternity functions will be reported in
safer for guests.
.. " Viking Days Philantrophy. but that
the future and their name-. placed
is •• small price Ill pay for safety.''
on a Ji,t, If the) cause trouble at
.Sigma Chi President Mike
another function. their name!> will
Maxwell said his fraternity was
Brett Keehan
be reported again. Arter three
going to cancel its party anyway.
IFC Vice President
offenses they will be banned from
"It's just a chance hH' c. very one to
all fraternity functions.
relax. rellect on the incident~ and
Jtm Saurer. IFC adviser. sa1d the Univer- Brcll Kcohan. IFC vice president. "We review our safety procedure:..'' Maxwell
sity fu lly support~ the £FC'., ded sion.
needed a onc-·wcek postponement of activ- said . ..As far as :mdnl activities go. the
"If '>omeone is giving trouble al n frater- ities. tn regroup and rethink how to make Greek system should not be attacked. We
nity function, his name will b<; on u list fnll purtie)t safer for guests.··
follow safety procedure:.. hut these o.re nongiven to the Risk Management Chair,''
Keohan sa1d thi' was the first time he can students corning unto our property and creSaurer said. "If their name appears on th.lt rememba fraternity activities being can- uting prohlems."
list three times. we send them a leucr ~l sk celed for an entire week. All the chapters in
The activity postponement ended Tuesing them to stay away from all fraternity the JFC agreed with the decision and only day. and frmernny activities are now back
functions in the future."
brotherhood panic~ were held. Those func- on schedule.
BY SEVEROA VILA
STAFF WRITER

STAFF WRITER

$1 .5 billion in sales each year.
Vice President of Student Affairs
Don Robertson said the University
is proud of all of its alumni , expeciully those who have excelled in
thtir fields like Ray..
" I think it' s ,1 good reOection on
our Universlly and a positive indicator to our current :.tudents that if
they take their education seriously,
they cun succeed and get as fine an
education us anywhere else."
Robertson said. "Also. to have
someone from our Univer.stty mak-'
mg this kind of contribution to the
current cnses makes us especially
proud."

Fraternity parties canceled:
IFC takes week to regroup

SGA plan hopes to erase
'suitcase college' image
with weekend events
BY TAYLOR EWING

Jennings. NBC with Torn Brokaw
and CBS with Dan Rather."
Ray said he also has been on
television in Japan and Europe.
When Ray was at Murray State,
he majored in chemistry, physics
and mathematics. After graduation,
he went to the University orTennessee where he received a master's and doctorate in physics.
Ray said he has worked at the
Aerospace Corporation and the
Pentagon for the Air Force vice
chief of staff. He founded the Titan
Corporation 20 years ago in San
Diego. The company now has
10.000 employees and makes about

more programs,'' Keohan said. "They tell
us, 'Please give us something to do.
That's why we go horne."'
Hansen said the program, as well a~ the
opening of more local establishments in
Murray, will help get rid of Murray
State's reputation a.... a "suitcase campus."
"Since everyone calls us a ·~uitcase
campus.' it's important to have more
events on the weekends," Hansen said.
'1'o get away from the 'suitcase· idea. we
have to get people excited."
CAB Publicity Chair Christina Oppold
said. in her experience. weekends un
campu1> have been bland. She believed
the new campaign will remedy the situa·
tion.
"Maybe it's lack of enthusiasm, maybe
it's because people sleep all weekend; I
don't know." Oppold satd. "But having
something like "Unpack Your Suitcase"
(will help). We' re hoping to bring a lot of
fun stuff you do in your door rooms or
you do with your friends."
Thompson said there will not be more
on-campus activitie~ unless student' are
willing to stay in Murray on the weekendo;.
"Nothing h. going to happen if no
one j.., here,'' Thomp~on ·aid. "It's !>Upply and demand ."
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am pus
Comction
In the Opinion section of
last week's edition, the fraternity Kappa Alpha Psi
was incorrectly identified
as Kappa Alpha Phi.

P~alconte~nce

set for Dec. 10
Benjamin Caleb Willis
appeared
in
Calloway
County Circuit Court on
Tuesday, and a pretrial conference between his counsel
and the commonwealth
attorney was set for Dec. 10.
Willis, 18, of Murray, has
been charged with firstdegree rape and sodomy, as
well as five drug possession
and trafficking charges in
relation to a reported rape
incident on Sept. 23 at
Regents College.
On Jan. 14, Willis will
reappear in court where
either a trial date will be !'et
or
a
plea
bargain
announced.

Turner trial date
set for March 5-8
A trail date for Angelita
Turner in Calloway County
Circuit Court is set for
March 5-8, almost one year
after she was charged with
murder.
Turner, of South Hazel,
Tenn., was charged with
murder after a newborn
baby was found dead in her

Hart College
March 29.

room

on

Fonner professor
pleads innocent
Former Murray State professor Thomas N. Robinson
IU, 33, pled not guilty to a
charge of first-degree rape
Tuesday in Calloway County Circuit Court.
The charge sterns from a
reported incident involving
a child less than 12 years old
in May 2000. A grand jury
indicted him on the charge
earlier this month.
Robinson was arrested
Monday in Norristown, Pa.,
after leaving the Murray
area.
He is currently in Calloway County Jail on a
$25,000 cash bond.

President Alexander
to hold student forum
The Student Government
Association meeting for
Nov. 28 will be moved to
Winslow Cafeteria, and
President F. King Alexander will talk to students
and hold a forum after the
meeting.
The forum will be
Alexander's first formal
meeting with students after
being selected president in
September.
The meeting will start at
5 p.m. All students are welcome to attend.

tl1e

murray
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Alliance to sponsor
human rights party

Mumy State to offer
two piano workshops

•PoliceBeat

Alliance, Murray State's
gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgender organization,
will be hosting a human
rights party from 5 to 10 p.m.
Nov. 29 on the Curris Center
third floor.
Alliance has invited organizations such as the ACLU,
NAACP, the National Organization for Women, the Log
Cabin Republicans and oth·

Murray State will offer two
piano workshops open to all
students, faculty and staff

Thursday, Nov. 8

ers.
Videos and speakers will
be planned throughout the
night, so interested persons
may come when they like.
Refreshments will be setved.
Heartland Health also will
give free AIDS testing
throughout
the
night.
Alliance will accept donations for the event, but no
entrance fe~s are required.
• For more information, contact Michelle Barber at 7536507 or Lissa GrahamSchneider at 762-4635.

Student group holds
meeting Monday
The Student Law Association will hold a meeting
4:30 to 6 p.m. Nov. 19 in the
Curris Center Mississippi
Room.
The topic for the meeting
is law school applications
and admissions processes.
All majors are encouraged to attend.

Oec.l.
Professional pianist Bernie
Schweichart will teach two
classes: "Piano Made Easy"
and "How to Play Piano by
Ear."
The "Piano Made Easy"
workshop will meet from
9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. The
"How to Play Piano by Ear"
workshop will meet from
1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
The price of each work. shop is $55 for the public or
$49 for students, faculty and
staff. The fee includes learning materials. Registrations
are currently accepll>d.
For more information, contact the Center fur Continuing Education at 762-3662 or
1·800-669-7654 ext. 3662.

MSU staff to host
holiday gathering
The Murray State staff
will have a holiday gathering from 9 to 11:30 a.m.
Dec. 4 in the Curris Center
Ballroom.
The
gathering
will
include refreshments, prize
drawings and entertainment.

Campus Briefly is compiled by
Assistant News Editor Marci
Owen.

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Life: 762-4480
Opinion: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175
E·Mail: thenews@murroystote.edu

3:13 p.m. Someone reported a rancid Diet
Coke in the Trio Building.
5:13 p.m. A citation was issued for reckless driving in the Richmond College parking lot.
8:48 p.m. A caller in Winslow Cafeteria
reported a possible conflict between an
employee and another person.

Friday, Nov. 9
1:37 p.m. A subject in Win::;low Cafeteria
reported a heated argument with another
subject. The caller was concerned the situation might escalate. A report was taken.
7:54 p.m. A subject in Woods Hall called to
report a stolen vehicle. The vehicle was sub·
sequently located.

.Saturday, Nov. 10
2:49a.m. Andrew Atkins, a non-student, was
arrested for a DUI second offense on College
Farm Road.
9:40 p.m. A noise complaint was reported in
the rear parking lot of Richmond College. An
officer spoke to a somellne who saw about
five subjects cross Chestnut Street to Cutchin
Field. The subjects could not be located.

Sunday, Nov. 11
7:22 p.m. A caller in Winslow Cafeteria
reported an employe€' had been threatened
by a subject. The subject was on campus in a
pick-up truck waiting for the employee's
dock-out time. An officer found the subject
and advised him to stay off campus and not
follow the employee.
8:13 p.m. A caller reported a verbal conflict
betwt!E!Il two males and one female in the
15th Strcet/Oli\'e Boulevard parking lot. The
female was escorted to her residential col-

lege, and the male, who was her exboyfriend, was asked to stay away from her
for the night. A report was taken.

Monday, Nov. 12
2:23 a.m. A student in Franklin College
reported he had received five prank calls.
The student reported the situation to the
resident adviser. The situation will be handled by the resident director.
12:22 p.m. A caller reported he and two
other subjects were stuck in an elevator on
the Doyle Fine Arts Building eighth floor.
Facilities Management was notified.
1:32 p.m. A caller reported he was in an
elevator on the Special Education Building first floor, and the elevator door
would not open. Facilities Management
was notified.

Tuesday, Nov. 13
10:58 a.m. A verb,1l warning was issued for
disregarding n traffic control device at 16th
and Chestnut streets.
7:03 p.m. A caller reported a subject at the
Regional Special Events Center with a cooler
urinating by the building. The subject was
gone upon offict:'r arrival.

Wednesday, Nov. 14
1:45 p.m. A verbal warning was .issued for
disregarding a traffic control device at lOth
and Main streets.

Motorist assists - 3

Racer escorts ·1

Polrce Beat is compiled by As5rstanl News Editor
Marci Orven, from materials providet1 by Public
Safety. All dispatched calls are not listed.

ulhe MurTay State

News" strives to be the Univenlty communi·

~·s

source for Information.
Our goal Is to present that Information in a fair and unbiaed

ENEWS.org'-'

llllri'U\ !.ltalt' 11~\\ 'l till I'

manner and also provide a free and open fonlm for expression and
debate.
''The Mumy State News" offers a hands-on IHminc environment
for those students Interested in journalism or other fields relatina
to the produc:tiol'l of a llfiWIPiper.
The ~mpus press should be free frOm censorship and adY...ce
approval of copy; and, its editon should be free to develop their
own editorial and news policies.

C"n(JI'Aiulail"ns i" "u" ntlw lniiiaitls:
Dawn Barwie
Rachel Bonow
Kendra Brown
JennY Drake
Johannah Dueker
AshleY Givens
AshleY Green
KellY Hard
Heather lsom
Meean Lafallotte
Julie Larkins
Kristin McGill

Jennifer Martin
Jamie Mattin21Y
Michelle Matzke
Jennifer Oliverio
CourtneY Pollock
Meean Sherrill
Jenny TeasleY
Tara Thomas
Kristy Tidwell
Lauren Weider
DustY WithersPoon
AshleY Zenner

Thanks Kate for doins an awesome
job with the Gamma Rhosl

Everyone reads The News.

Really.

'

No one else reaches MSU students like we do.
Murray State News' advertisers reach thousands of possible customers every week.
Call 762-4478 or drop by our office: Wilson Hall, room 11 I.
Guaranteed coverage. Really.
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First recipient of self-contained
artificial heart suffen maJor setback

Sen. Thunnond moves
into Washington hospital

LOUISVILLE (AP)- Doctors for the first recipient
of a self-contained anificial heart say their patient suffered a major setback.
In a statement from Jewish Hospital, doctors said
Tuesday that Robert Tools' right side became weak.
The hospital did not provide more details.
Dr. Laman Gray told 1be New York Times" that
Tools suffered a stroke. Gray did not return telephone
calls seeking comment
Gray and Dr. Robert Dowling. the surgeons who
implanted the plastic-and-titanium AbioCor on July
2, planned to give more information about Tools'
condilion at a news conference Wednesday.
DowUng. reached at home Tuesday, declined to
comment.
Last week, Tools was feeling well enough for an
outing with the Louisville mayor to promote dining
out A fishing trip scheduled for the next day was canceled, but Tools' health was not cited as the reason.
Before receiving the artificial heart. Tools was suffering from congestive heart failure, diabetes and kidney disease. He was given linle chance of surviving
30 days without the operation.
In the early days after the surgery, doctors were
cautious and said complications were possible. Four
others have since received t.he self-contained artificial
heart.

Kentucky universities reopen offices
in Washk1gton D.C. to pursue.........,
FRANKFORT (AP)- Kentucky universities are
going their own ways in trying to squeeze more
money from the federal government, despite a widely
publicized cooperative agreement announced this
year.
In July, Gov. Paul Patton was joined by University
of Kentucky President Lee Todd and University of
Louisville President John Shumaker to announce the
state would reopen its Washington office, with the
universities sharing costs and jointly pursuing federal
funding for research and other initiativ~.
The universities said they would contribute about
$50.000 apiece toward the $700,000 cost of the office.
Cabinet Secretary Crit Luallen said Kentucky had
been spending $300,000 a year on consultants to help
state institutions and officials work with Capitol Hill
and executive branch agencies.
But the Washington office is not covering everyone.
Western Kentucky University ha.'i a contract in
place with another Washington consultant for as much
as $157.200 to help the school increa.~ its federal
' funding.
Mumy State proposed a $5,000 contract earlier this
year for its own Washington consultant, but withdrew
the proposal after legislative questions.
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COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP)· Sen. Strom
Thurmond, the nation's oldest and
longest-serving senator, has moved into
a Washington hospital to allow doctors
to monitor his health while he continues to work.
Thurmond, 98, moved over the
weekend from his Virginia town house
to the Walter Reed Army Medical Center on the advice of his doctor, according to a statement from Thurmond's
family. His office said he is not ill.
The senator's office said the move
was temporary, but could not say when
he might leave the hospital. Thurmond
continues to work: and vote in the Sen-

are.
He can receive visitors at the hospital
and is free to come and go. spokes-

woman Rebecca Fleming said.
The Republican has become increa~
ingly frail in recent months. Last
month, he was treated overnight at
Walter Reed fordehydrnuon after faint·
ing in the Senate chamber.
Thurmond turns 99 on Dec. 5. He
was fU"St elected to the Senate in 1954.
He has said he will not run again and
U.S. Rep. Lindsey Graham is seeking
Thunnond's seat in 2002.

Investigation continuing
into crash of Flight 587
NEW YORK (AP)- Investigators
focused Wednesday on how the tail fin
of American Airlines Flight 587
snapped off the fuselage as the jetliner
broke apart and crashed. killing 265
people.
Determining how the 25-foot-hlgh
tail separated from the plane- a breakup
experts consider unprecedented- wa:;
hampered Wednesday with word that
the flight data recorder wa" damaged,
the National Transponation Safety
Board.
On Tuesday night, Black said inves·
tigators did not yet know what caused
lhe "airfmme rctuling noise," but witnesses describe a remarkably similar
story.
On Wednesday, inv~1igators were
trying to determine exactly where the
tail lin 9eparnted from the fuselage.
All 260 people aboard were killed
when Flight 587 broke apart and

plunged into the Rockaway Beach section of Queens. a neighbortlood still
grieving for the victims of the World
Trade Center attncks.
Investigatol'li found the flight data
recorder Tuesday, a discovery bailed a.;
a major breakthrough. The device
tracks nearly 200 functions. including
instrumen~ and engine performance.
The plane's coclcpit voice recorder
indicates the pilots struggled for control
during the fii"St moments after takeoff
and encountered wake turbulence,
which is believed to have contributed to
other deadly airline crashes.
So far, investigaton. said all signs
point ll) a catastrophic mechanical
problem and away from a bomb or sabotage.

Violence in Kabul
after Taliban retreat
ISLAMABAD. Pak.lstan (AP)·
A mob l""ciJll:acked a warehouse in
Kabul used by the U.N.'s ot)ice
for refugees during the fall of the
Afghan capital to northern alliance
troops. the United Nations srud
Wednesday.
The looters stole 1.400 tents and
some quil~ that were stored in n
warehouse on the edge of Kabul.
which was abandoned early Tue.s·
day bJ.. the Taliban, U.N. High
CommTssioner for Refugees
spokesman Yusuf Ha-;san said in
blamabad. the Pakistani cap1tal.
Hassan said looters also stripped
the UNHCR office in Mazar-eSharif, a strategic city in northern
Afghanistan that fell Friday, giving northern alliance soldier; their
first big victory atter weeks of U.S.
bombing ofTaliban positions. •
He did not say who wllll responsible for the looting. which
occurred shortly after the northern
alliance took over the two cities.
U.N. ~pokeswornan Stephanie
Bunker said information received
from Maz.ar-e.Sharif indicated the
city was still unstable, with reports
of tension among some northern
alliance troops.
U.N. vehicles have been seen on
the streets being driven by ant.iTaliban commanders, Bunker said.
The United Nations is in contact
with its Afghan employees in the
city, 45 miles south of Uzbekistan.
"There are still report'> of bodies
in the sb'eets. although it is not
clear whether these are civilians or
military personnel." she wd.
On Tuesday, Bunker snid
alliance troops had killed 100 Tnl·
iban fighters hiding in a school in
Mazar-e-Sharif on Saturday, <Uld
there were ongoing reports of
reprisals. The International Committee of the Red Cross .said at wa~
burying the dead around the c1ty.
Northern alliance officials, \1. ho
now control half of Afghanistan
and have pushed the Taliban into
their southern strongholds, have
denied reports of summary executions and instability in Mazar-e-

Relatives fi Fl&ft 587 tidii&
meet to relied, grieve .....
NEW YORK (AP)- Many clutched
photographs, some fought back tears,
all searched for answers.
Hundreds of relatives of those killed
in the crash of American Airlines Flight
587 came Tuesday to the Javits Convenuon Center to receive counseling.
encouragement and support.
The facility is just a few blocks away
from a similar center established for
relatives of those killed in the Sept II
attacks on the World Trade Center.
Eduardo Paradis said his brother,
Angel. was among the 260 people
aboard the night that crashed Monday
just minutes after takeoff from
Kennedy Airport en route to the
Dominican Republic.
After working in the United States
for 32 years, Angel Paradis was "on his
way there to retire ... it was just bad
luck for him to be there," Eduardo Paradissaid.

"I hope to God that this was an accident and not an act of terrorism," Angel
Paradb' son Elio said.
Guillermina Roy wiped away tears
a~ she waited to go inside.
Her mother, Digna Roy, a fonner
New Yorker who moved to Santo
Domingo. had been on the plane.
"I still don' t k11ow if they found her
body." she said. "I hope today I can
find out some infonnation.''
City officials said it has not yet been
determined how long the family center
would remain open.

Sharif.
The U.N. World Food Program
said that no aid trucks left the Pakistani cities of Peshawar or Quetta
because the drivers feared insecurity m Afghanistan.

replace Talibans' Radio Shariat, or
Islamic law.
"Afghanistan my home. You are
my love," crooned one singer.
"Afghanistan, for you I live, for
you I die," crooned another.

Citizens celebrate end
NATO becomes more
of Taiban rule in capital active in relief efforts
KABUL. Afghanistan (AP)After their first relatively quiet
night in weeks, many residents of
tbe Afghan capital woke up
Wednesday daring to hope for
freedom and la-;ting peace.
The nightly bombing by U.S.
jets had stopped. the northern
alliance that Washington baclcs
wns in the city and the hard-line
Taliban rulers and their al-Qaida
allies were on the run somewhere
in the south of the country.
"We are so tired of war. We just
beg everyone: please give us
peace," said Mohammed Aga. a
guard at a house abandoned by a
former Taliban leader.
Markets were bustling. Music.
banned for five years by the ruling
Taliban, played loudly. More men
without beards, another mandatory
requirement of the previous Taliban rulers. began to appear.
But the all-enveloping burqas
worn by women still billowed as
the women moved through the
marketplace.
"It's too early. Still the situation
is uncertain." said one woman who
identilied herself as Shasia "But
we are planning to take off the
bwq~ Now 1
mere ~ more f~
dom."
But it's not for the women alone
to decide, said Mohammed Shah.
"They have their husbands. their
fathers. their brothers. It is our tmdition," be said. "And even the
educated woman does not want to
right away throw her oorqa away.
Slowly. slowly rhey will make a
decision to ~top wearing it No one
wants to be the first one to show
her face. while everyone else is
covered.''
Patriotic songs played on the
Afghan radio station, already
renamed Radio Afghanistan to

BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP)NATO decided Wednesday to
take a more active role in the
struggle in Afghanistan, ordering
its military planners to develop
options for allied assistance to the
humanitarian effort.
Officials insisted that the 19nation military alliance is not
planning to fight in Afghanistan
but wants to be ready to provide
logistical support if asked to do so
by humanitarian agencies.
"We are not talking about combat forces," said one NATO official, speaking on condition of
anonymity.
The North Atlantic Council,
NATO's top decision-making
body, ao;ked the military to provide them with a range of options
for supporting the humanitarian
effort in and around Afghanistan.
No specific request has been
made for NATO help, but officials
at allied headquarters said the
Council wants to be prepared.
No tirneframe was specified,
but NATO could come up with
plans in 10 days or so, officials
said.

Officials said NATO SecretaryGeneral Lord RobertSon wiU tmvel to Moscow next week as part of
an allied effort to develop closer
relations with Russia. particularly
in the battle against terrorism.
Russia has had regular consultations with NATO since 1997
through a forum called the
NATO-Russia Permanent Joint
Council, created after the alliance
enlarged to include Poland, Htmgary and the Czech Republic,
Russia's former allies in the Warsaw Pact

News Briefly is compiled by News
Ediror Jason Billingsley.
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Take a look at the improvements
we've made! You'll find clean,
attractive laundry rooms located
in each Residence Hall, plus
new, energy-efficient washers
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and dryers located in each
Residence Hall.
Best of all, facilities are open
24-hours-a-day, 7-days-a-week!
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SGA must publicize events
Our View
ISSU E:
THE CAMPUS
ACTIVInES BOARD
IS BRAIN-STORMING
WEEKEND EVENTS

FOR NEXT
SEMESTER TO KEEP

Where is your favorite
place to study?

STUDENTS ON
CAMPUS.

POSITION:
SUCH EVENTS WILL
ONLY BE
WELL-ATIENDED IF
THE STUDENT

"The 1i brary
because it is
quiet"

GOVERNMENT
AsSOCIATION DOES
A BETTER JOB OF
PUBLICIZING AND
GENERATING
EXCITEMENT
UUIIA BillS
freshman. Frank/111

ABOUT THE
ACTIVITIES.

"The
Industrial
Technology
building
because it's
quiet."

ADRIANA MAYES

seniot, D6ti'OII

"The library
is a good
place
because it's
quiet."
RoaEIIT CARR

freshman, S!. LOUIS

What do a successful concert, well-attended lecture and
crowded recital hall have in
common?
Most likely, they were all
well-publicized. or else,
nobody would have known
about the event and nobody
would have shown up.
The Student Government
Association and Campus
Activities Bt>ard need to keep
this in mind as they ambitiously plan events for students next
semester.
One plan in the mix for the
following term hopes to create
more weekend activities for
students. CAB and SGA want
to encourage students to stay
on campus during the weekends rather than go home.
This is a great idea, but will
require renewed efforts by Lhe
student organizations in one
major area- publicity.
Concerts and events put on
by the SGA this semester have
not generated the excitement
and hence, the high attendance, of concerts and activities in previous years.
The SGA's excitement and
anticipation of the Stroke Nine
(spring 2000) and Dave
Matthew$ (spring 1999) concerts and MTV tour (fall 1999)
rubbed off on students. The
student organizations successfully relayed their enthusiasm
to their constituents.
This year, however, the lack
of publicijy has resulted ,. in
waning excitement and, there-

fore, waning attendance for
concerts like Lifehouse,
which only ~tllracted about
I ,800 or I,900 fans.
If SGA and CAB want to
ensure the su~~;ess of student
event:-.. they need to make
appearances among students,
spreading the excitement by

word-of-mouth, in addition to be weiJ-run and entertaining.
Finding a way to keep stuadvertising, posting fluorescent tliers around campus and dents on campus has always
sending out newsletters.
been a challenge. but SGA and
Current SGA representatives CAB may have found the soluneed to mimic their prede'ces- tion. However. the solution
~ors and become more visible will only work if the events
on campus so students become truly are fun and publicized
convinced the new events will wilh enthusiasm.
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Ignorance makes appeals difficult

"I don't

really study
at all."

RICKY AGOSTIN
lr11shm1Jn. LOIJI$vi/le

In My
Opinion

"I like to
study in the
dorms, just
chillin'. ''
ERIN
RICHARDS
REGGIE

SHAW

sophomore, Paducah

"STUDENTS
EXPECT TO
RECEIVE
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CORRECT
INFORMATION
FROM PEOPLE
RUNNING THE
UNIVERSITY'S
BUSINESS
OPERATIONS."

At the beginning of this year, I
knew the overcrowded parking lots
at Regents and While Colleges
would generate negative comment:from student drivers.
I resolved to not touch the issue
until it directly affected me. or. in
other words, until I received a ticket for illegal parking. Well. the time
has come ... but not just to lia)'
(again) the University is unjust in
ticketing cars parked illegally at
Regents and White when the reason
they are parked illegally is because
the University oversold the lot.
Here's the scenario:
On a Monday morning at about
9:30. I faced the problem of not
having anywhere to park in front of
my donn. Every single space was
occupied. from the very back of the
lot to the front . I parked in the grass
beside the lot and received a tkket
fur illegal parking.
Now it's time to discuss the lesser-publicized problem: the lack of
consistency and knowledge within
departments responsible for handling parking-ticket appeal.;,
Feeling I had a legitimate reason
for appeal, I filled out the fnnn m
Public Safety. I ched:ed the box

re4ue,ting to be prec;ent nt my hearing (so as to express my views in
person about the brown-tag siLUa·
tion) and asked the desk: worker
how a student round out when her
hearing '~as to be held. I was
instructed to call the Swdenl GovCJ nment A:-.soc1ation office for that
infomlation.
After cal1111g the SGA office on
two occasions. I was told bnth time-.
I would be notified by an SGA representative hel'ore my hearing.
Thinking I had follov.ed the com.·ct
proce!\s, I patiently waited for a
phone call or memo lrom the SGA
olllce. Howe\er, the only "notJltl'a
tion" I received was my ucket
returned to me 111 the mail wllh,
"appeal dented and payable"
stumped anm,s the top.
Apparently. I was nw~mformed
by the SGA oflke as to how the
appeal procedure works. So. for the
sake ol other students wht> may
wish to appeal their future tickets. I
will take on what 'hould he the
SGA 's respons•bility for a few
paragraphs and descrthe exactly
how to nppeal a ticket tf one wi,hes
to be pre~en1 at his or her hearing.
Here's how it l'i supposed to

work:
I. Get a ticket (easiest step).
2. Get an appeaJ fonn from Public
Safety.
J. Decide if you want to be present
at the hearing or not. (Either way.
you 3I'e most likely going to have to
pay the darn thing, but at least going
to the hearing makes you feel like
you 3I'e mating an effort.)
4. Find out from Public Safety what
week your ticket will come up in
cnurt.
5. Call the SGA office and find out
when the judicial hearing is for that
particular week. The Judicial Board
alternates days depending on the
week.
6, Gu to the hearing.
In my case, however, the Public
Safety workers didn't know anything about when the ticket would
come up in the judicial hearing. and
neither of the SGA workers with
whom I spoke knew the correct procedure, or else they could have told
me which judicial hearing to attend.
Students expect to receive correct
infonnation from people running
the University's business operations. All the workers in the Public
Safety and SGA offices .~hould

know how processes like the!>e
work so they can give students the
infonnation they need.
Judicial Board Chair Beth Harney
was the first person who could
explain to me the correct process
for appealing tickets, a source I
would like to have been directed to
before she denied my appeaJ.
Harney apologized for the poor
communication between Public
Safety and SGA and for the mbin·
fonned workers. but said she didn't
have a better solution.
I suggest SGA und Public Safety ,
make greater efforts to educate all
their workers about campus policies
such as these so they can relay that
infonnation to inquiring students.
Would I still have had to pay my
ticket even if I had appeared at the
judicial he3!ing'? Probably. But the
fact that I wasn't given that option
because of lack of consistency and
knowledge within our University's
"judicial" system constitutes the
bigger crime.

Erin Richards is the opinion editor
for ''Tire Murray Swre News."

• Your Opinion
GoH course objects to location
of MSU's animal waste facility
To the Euitor:
Murray State officials whu insi~t on keep·
ing the arumal-waste pn)Cessing facility
operating nt its current locatilln should con~ider Gov. Paul Patton's l>tatcments in a
Nov. I article in "The Paducah Sun," which
sa1d that environmental protection. far from
being an impediment to the industry. is
es-.enttalto economic development. and that
people behind· the br41inpower companie~
Kentucky wants to attract are loathe to live
in a spoiled area.
"One of the thing~ we need to do to create
the kmds ol johs \\<e want is to have. a,., a
goal. the hest environment in the nation.''
Patton said.
PeterS. Thome. Ph D.• a professor of toxicology at the Universll) of Iowa with
expl!rtise in composting facilitieo;, said in a
letter tO us that the fucility should be relo·

c;lted at a 'ite far from pri'vate homes or
businesses and should certainly not be SitUated 170 feet into an area frequented lly the
puhlic.
In a July 23 "Paducah Sun'' euitonul. Jnn
Rudolph, interim director of agriculture.
referred ro Thome as our hired "expert." In
fact. we have not paid Thorne a d1me: he
only wunted to help.
Murray City Council voted 9-1 <IOU Calloway County Fiscal Court voted unanimously to write a letter reque.,ting Murray
State close thi\i facility. Senator Hob Jackson and reprc.:sentative Buddy Buckingham
al:.n have advi~ed the Umversity to close the
anirnal-wa.~h! facilitv.
We believe Mum;y State oflicials d1d not
follow the due process of law n'> o;tated in
"21st Century Dcvclnpment Co. '" Watt.;''
<Court of Appeal-.. Ky. ) on Dec. 24. 191J7.
which recite~ Kentucky and U.S. Supreme
Court decisions: Even if the property or U<;c
is exempt from zoning under the "agnculture -.upremacy cluuse." nr the u.;e ts c:n'lllpl
thr<>ugh ca.'e law. the comprehensive plan

mu:-;t still conl>ider future changes and make
recommendation~.

Sometimes. as in the case of governmental units, even though they may be exempted from zoning re4uiremenh. they still have
tu "ubmit the1r proposals to the local planning cmnnus~ion for its review and recomnu~ndation-; .

Our family. golfers and neighbors
deserve equal protccllon for clean air that is
healthy to breathe. Tho:.e responsible for the
siting of thi" facility are attempting to hide
behmd soveretgn immunity. If it wasn't for
thi, untiquatcd law. the plant would never
h:~ve been buth at iL-; current location.
In our legal action again'>t Murray State.
Circuit C<)Urt Jud!!e Dl'nni-; R. Foust wrote,
"It i' :1' much the duty of the government to
render prompt jU\tice arain<;t itself In favor
Ill (.'ititens a' it j, to admmister the same
hetween private indiviJuat-..••
The following i-. a ~>latement made in a
recent letter from Larry and Joe Sullivan,
"ho have no relation to U!>.
' 'Thur~da) Hll>riiHig, Oct. 1M, the odor was

-

.,

awful on the golf course. My brother Larry
and I were playing golf at your course. I
read the letter on your bulletin board and
what the expert had to say about Murray
State's wa-.te plant. My brother bas heart
disease and emphysema. I also have emphysema. If Murray State is going to keep operating we may have to look for another golf
course to play. We don't want to get sick."
James Sullivan
Sullivan's Par 3 Golf Course and Sports
Center

Write to us

"The Murray State News" welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters
should be 300 words or fewer and must be
signed. Contributors should include
addresses and phone numbers for verificution. Please include hometown, classification, title or relationship to the University.
''The Murrny State News'' reserves the right
to edit for style, length and content.
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Chemistry department overlooked
In My

Opinion

T ERRY
McCREARY

cc PERSONALLY,
1•vE GOTTEN
TIRED WITH
MAKING DO."

Courses make sense; insufficient funding does not
In regard to the "Course Cuts make no
sense" editorial in the Nov. 2 edition of "The
News," the arrangement for Introductory
Chemistry makes a great deaJ of sense.
CHE I 05 is the first course in a two-semester sequence. Most students enroll in the faJI
because they enter in the fall. Fall 200 I : four
sections ofCHE 105, one section ofCHE 106.
Spring 2002: one of I 05, two of I 06.
Many students don' t take the second course,
so fewer sections of 106 are required. A ·similar situation exists for many courses in other
areas.
However, many depanments across campus
would be fully justified in some rather drastic
course cuts - 50 percent or more. Most readers are probably unaware that the annual operating budget for the chemistry department for
2000-0 l was $26,000. This is precisely the

Violence leads
to few degrees,
care.er options
In My

Opinion

Ros
BROWN
"BUSINESSMEN
AND WOMEN
DO NOT STAB,
HIT OR RUN
OVER ONE
AN OTHER."

Imagine this scene if you will: several businessmen and women are enjoying a nice cocktail
party. Marie from human resources is hitting on
Mike from accounting; there's some drinking,
some talking, and everyone is generally having a
good time.
In walks Steve from quality assurance. He sees
Marie hitting on Mike, gels angry. and shivs Mike
with a baJlpoint pen. Marie punches Steve, who
runs downstairs and hops into his Beamer, plowing over severaJ pedestrians in his auempt to
make a getaway.
Of course. this would never happen. Businessmen and women do not stab, hlt or run over one
another. On occasion they staJk around the office
pumping rounds into coworkers from an automatic rifle. but fortunately, that is the exception rather
than the nonn.
The point is this: We're here in college getting
degrees in some field of work with the intentions
of becoming the next generation of decently paid
workers. Business or art, corporate whore or
entrepreneur, we' re here to get an education for a
role in society. So why, why, why, why. why ...
are there people here who still solve problems
with violence?
Observe: Careers where striking another person
is acceptable:

same as our annual operating budget in 1982
- when most of the freshmen class was born.
A few years ago, we reluctantly instituted a
lab fee, but that fee does not even begin to
cover inflationary changes. We've since been
informed our lab fee ts not to be increased.
We have no annual allocation for new
instrumentation at a time when a $250,000
nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometer is
considered a very modest and normal outlay
by most colleges and universities. We have no
annuaJ allocation for computers and new
instructional technology.
We received a grant from the NationaJ Science Foundation last year, but one Smartboard and 32 computers doesn't go far among
500 or so freshmen chemistry students. Our
allocation for student-worker pay (lab assistants, prep workers, stockroom workers) usu-

3. Karate Instructor/Wrestler. Half counts;
you're not supposed to REALLY hit anyone, but
you get to throw pulled punches.

4 . Bouncer. Yeah, you can hit people. But the
best bouncer~> l've seen focus on not having to hit
anyone because no one is willing to push the
issue.

In My

Opinion

jESSE
THOEMING

"IT'S

TIME

FOR OUR.
GEN ERATION
TO ASSERT

ITSELF."

6. Faith Healer. You get to pop people on the
forehead while yelling, "You ' re HEALED!" It' s
bitting- but with love. 1 guess you could get your
degree in accounting or public relal.lons.

If it ain ' t on thf" list, it ain't a hitting job. With
the exception of hockey and faith healing, there's
no need to be here at Murray State for a degree.
So what' s with the violence? Are people really
stupid enough and/or drunk enough to carry over
violence as a solution from high school? Where is
this coming from?
As a potential media employee, 1 refuse to
answer that question. 1 can tell you it doesn't
come from the example of those people here who
are in authority.
I've never met F. King Alexander or Sid Easley,
but 1 can' t imagine either of them solving a dispute with one another by whipping out brass
knuckles and a sharpened toilet brush and going at
it until there' s only one man standing.
Faculty Senate president Bill Call doesn' t seem
like the type to run down SGA President Nikki
Key over the SGA Source.
We are not in high school. You are not Bruce
Willis. Violent behavior will not be accepted in
the outside world. Increase da peace.

Rob Brown is the graphic designer for ''The Murray State News."

Terry McCreary is an associate professor in
the chemistry department.

life, but to build it into what it is today.
Now it is our tum to do the same.
It is quite conceivable that we could
be the first generation of Americans to
have a lower standard of living than
our parents enjoyed. President Bush
has said this war will last for quite a
while, perhaps five to 10 years. History shows that a decade is not a long
period of time in the spectra of human
history, but during wartime conditions
it could seem like a lifetime. The last
haJf of the 20th century may seem like
a wild party for rich kids as compared
to what may lay in front of us now.
A scary premonition now faces us
because of the events of Sept. J I . It is
in our hands to ensure that freedom
and liberty will linger throughout the
new century. It's time for our generation to assert itself.
We cannot flinch in the midst of this
faceless terror. It is also important for

It has been two months now since
the ill-fated day of Sept. 11. Its ramifications are now starting to seep into
our culture. Its ramifications have
affected, and will continue to affect,
every aspect of our great country, but
they will be most prevalently felt by
our generation.
This is our war. It is our generation's
Vietnam, Pearl Harbor, Great Depression, etc. Osama Bin Laden can be
likened to Adolph Hitler or Joseph
Stalin. Our grandparents answered the
caJl when they were asked to defend
our country in the face of tyranny and
oppression. They did so with unrelenting courage and bravado, hence their
title of the "Greatest Generation."
Our parents lived through some of
the most tumultuous times of our
nation's history. The ones who
escaped the 60's unscathed helped to
not only sustain the American way of

us to know what is going on at aJI
times, for knowledge is a valuable
asset. lnfonn yourself of the views of
those who make the imperative and
significant decisions in this situation.
Sept. 11 was much more than just a
national tragedy. h will be the watershed moment of our lifetime. The
question then becomes: Will we look
back on that day and find solace in the
fact that we once again overcame evil,
or will it become the beginning of the
end of our great nation?
It is our generation that will answer
that question. l hope that we, as a
whole, are up to that daunting chaJIenge.

Jesse Thoeming is a junior occupational safety and health major from
Okawville, Ill.

Veteran's Day should be recognized
In My

Opinion

j ASON
BILLINGSLEY

"How ARE
M URRAY STATE
STUDENTS
EXPECTED TO
REMEMBER,
VETERAN'S
DAY WHEN NO
CEREMON IES
AR.E HOSTED
ON CAMPUS?"

5. Thug. Including subgroups of Mafioso, purse
snatcher, etc. Not a college-related career and
Riker's Island isn't much as far as retirement
communities go. Combined this with the complete
lack of a 40 I k and the fact that '' insurance" means
something entirely different to Tony Sopranotype guys . . . definitely a questionable career
choice.

The chemistry department isn't alone in its
situation. In fact, some other academic departments may be worse off than we are. T hough
I have noticed Murray State never seems to
have much difficulty establishing new administrative positions . . . perhaps "The News..
should investigate the enrollment figures of
20 years ago and the dollars spent on the
administration and do a few comparisons to
today's situation.
It would be ever so nice if the new administration truly considered academics as a priority at an educationaJ institution. But, as the
song goes, "New boss. Same as the old boss."

Young generation must take its turn

I. Boxing. 1 mean, you can get a college degree,
but you don't really have to have one - time might
be better spent with the medicine baU than law
school.
2. Professional Hockey Player. You'll want a
degree just so you can play hockey in college but the degree won' t be in hockey. Still, this 1s
your best bet for hitting people in a career; just
ask Scott Stevens.

ally runs out sometime around mid-January.
This year. 2001-02. our budget was cut!
Personally, I've gotten tired with making do.
My last two office computers, two primers,
two monitors, CD-RW and chair that doesn't
fall over when I sit down were all paid out of
my own pocket.
When Kern Alexander took his position. he
wanted to increase enrollments and said the
faculty lines would be increased when that
happened. Well, we' ve seen our increased
enrollment, but we're still waiting for additional faculty to handle the load. Chemistry is
short three faculty lines; others are worse off.
And please don't bring up the new science
complex. If it is ever completed, it will be
facilities and furniture. The budget doesn't
provide for trivialities such as instructional
instrumentation, equipment, computers, etc.

Last year, I wrote a commentary criticizing the lack of cer~mony on campus
for Veteran' s Day.
I'm pleased the Office of Veteran's
Affairs bought an ad in the paper. I didn' t know this office existed. But now I
want to know why it cannot organize
even a moment of silence for fallen veterans.
This does not seem like such a difficult
task. There were examples all over the
region last weekend. In Murray, a ceremony and speeches took place on Saturday in the court square. Across the
region. numerous parades and speeches
were held on Saturday, Sunday and Monday to honor our veterans. Paducah held
five separate events, according to a special section in the Nov. 9 issue of "The
Paducah Sun."
Eastern Kentucky University also held
several events to honor veterans in the
Richmol)d area. Nov. 1-10 was designated Veterans Recognition Week across
the EKU campus in honor of the more
than I 00 faculty and staff veterans and
800 military personnel on the main and
extended campuses.
On Saturday, Kentucky State Police
Post 7 hosted a flag-raising ceremony on
campus, and the Employee Recognition
Committee hosted a tailgate party for

faculty and staff veterans, while the EKU
Student Government Association sponsored one for studens in the military.
How are Murray State students expected to remember. or much less honor, Veteran' s Day when no ceremonies or formal recognitions are hosted on campus?
Veteran's Day is a federal holiday. yet
on this state campus, recognition is
absolutely zero. Students still go to class,
and the only way they might know about
Veteran' s Day is when they see the mail
wasn't delivered Monday. This is truly
sad.
You would think at a time when patriotism is at all-time high, a Veteran's Day
ceremony or recognition on campus
would be rather easy to organize. Even if
one was not scheduled before the tragic
events of Sept. l l. I would think the
events of that day would warrant the
Office of Veteran's Affairs to organize
some type of event.
If the Office of Veteran's Affairs does
not do anything for Veteran's Day. why
do we even have the department on campus? That would be like the Black: Student Council and Office of African
American Student Services and Ethnic
Programs not doing anything for Martin
Luther King Jr.'s birthday in January.
Speaking of which. those two organi-

zations should be commended because,
even though Dr. King' s birthday falls at
the beginning of the spring semester each
year, a ceremony honoring Dr. King's
accomplishments is always presented. 1f
they can organize an event like that at the
beginning of a semester with most of the
students in those organizations scattered
throughout the state and nation, then why
is it so hard to organize an event for Veteran's Day in the middle of November?
My dad was a Vietnam War veteran, so
my view may be a bit biased, but we have
many students in the military on our
campus and extended campuses: Fort
Campbell is a prime example.
Murray State probably would not even
exist today if not for the U.S. Navy pilottrainin~-program contract the University
got during World War ll, which helped
the University replace the exodus of students who left campus to serve America.
This is an issue that has plagued me
during my time at Murray State, and I
wish something could be done to correct
it. Maybe next year, Murray State can
show how it feels about the re<L white
and blue.
Jason Billingsley is the news editor for
"The Murray State News. "

War presents new challenges for U.S.
8v PAULINE JELINEK
AN

AP NEWS ANALYSIS

WASHlNGTON (AP) - The next
focus of the Afghantstan war · in the
south where Osama bin Laden is
believed to be hiding in caves - could
present the U.S. military with a fonnidable challenge.
As the Taliban flee from northern
cities, American forces could be drawn
toward greater use of ground troops or
a guerrilla war - even as the ruling militia retreat in an apparent sign of success
for President George W. Bush' s plan to
"smoke them out"
A month of airstrikes by U.S. warplanes - including a week of bombing
Taliban front hnes · has helped rebels
take one non:hem city after another.
They marched into the capital, Kabul.
on Tuesday.
"It's the first good news we've had
in our war." said lvo Daalder. defense
analyst at Brookings Institution. "But
let's not confuse good news with victory."

Indeed. the Pentagon has known for
some time that destroying the al-Qaida
network and toppling the Taliban who
shelter its members might tum more on
progress on the southern front - where

the Taliban and al-Qaida are strongest.
"We didn't go to war to install the
northern alliance in Kabul," said
Daalder. "We went to war to get alQaida, which is concentrated in the
south."
In the advances in the north, Americans contributed weapons, ammunition, supplies and advice but left the
ground fighting to a loose coalition
known as the northern alliance, which
has battled the Taliban for years.
In the south, there is no such rebel
force. And Washington bas tried with
difficulty to find allies willing to start
an uprising in the region. which
includes Kandahar. the Taliban's headquarters.
Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld said Tuesday that some U.S. special forces were in southern
Afghanistan "doing things that are
helpful to our side and unhelpful to the
other side." But, unlike the American
forces in the north. those in the south
are not working with any anti-Taliban
groups, Rumsfeld said.
U.S. military planners think the best
course is to approach ethnic Pashtun
tribal leaders in the south who are
unhappy with the Taliban - and persuade them to defect The CIA has
been out in front on the effort. trying to

-
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....
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identify such individuals or groups for
the Pentagon to equip and ann, officials have said.
Assembling an opposition force
from among the Pashtuns has been
hard. They are the country's largest
ethnic group and the south's largest and they make up the backbone of the
Taliban.
That's another difference from the
north, which is mostly ethnic Tajiks
and Uzbeks, groups that dominate the
northern alliance.
Before the alliance began gaining
ground in the north, there hadn' t been
enough reason for southern commanders or other leaders " to stick their
necks out" and go against the Tali ban,
said Michael Vickers, a fonner Green
Beret and CIA officer.
"Whether this psychologically
unhinges" their loyalty to the Taliban
"and emboldens them remains to be
seen," he said.
Without defections to form a strong
fighting force in the south. the Pentagon might have to put more of its own
troops on the ground to do more of the
fighting, analysts said.
Rumsfeld said the United States
would pursue the Taliban and ai-Qaida
wherever they go.
"If they reorganize in the south,

we're going to go get them. If they go
to ground, we will, as the president
said, root them out," Rumsfeld said at a
Pentagon news briefing. "And if they
decide to flee (Afghanistan), I doubt
that they'll tind peace wherever they
select."
There were signs Tuesday the Taliban were abandoning Kandalutr and
other urban centers in the south, possibly to wage a guerrilla war from the
mountains.
"That's a possibility and even likely," said retired Air Force Gen. Merrill
McPeak. "But opposition forces would
be in control of towns and crossroads
and will be in a position to end support
for al-Qaida, which is exactly what
we've been after."
Was~ington has been hoping that
successes in the north would help persuade Pashtun leaders in the south to
tum against the Taliban. Analysts said
it's possible the alliance's march
through so much of the north in just a
few days may have exactly that effect.
"The Taliban are really on the
ropes,'' said Vickers. "It's important
that this momentum be exploited."
Pauline Jelinek covers military and
intemational issues for The Associated
Press.
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Black Student·Council
starts canned-food drive

Seminar discusses anthrax issues
BY ADAM MATHIS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Bv JAsoN
Discussing the truths and misconceptions about amhrax was the topic
for a public forum held Monday
night in the Curris Center Theater.
The forum. which was called.
"Anthrax: What You Should
Know," was assembled by the
Department of Wellness and Therapeutics, the Residential College
Association. Belly Blodgett, dean of
the College of Health and Human
Services and Pam Klapper, a registered nurse.
James Stuart, professor of microbiology. began the forum with a
speech on the history and nature of
anthrax.
Stuart said anthrax bacteria have
exi'>ted since ancient days. references of it being mru.le •n the Bible.
The bacteria became well known
when Robert Coke's postulates
were published in 1876. In 1881,
Louis Pasteur developed a vaccine
for anthrax.
From 1955 to 1999, 236 cases of
cutaneous t:-kin) anthrax have been
reported in the United States.
according to Stuart.
"Anthralt , in a nutshell. had
become a very rare disease," Stuart
said. "Since 1992, it has become
very rare. and it is just very unexpected to see it occur."
According to the Center for Disease Control. "Anthrax is an acute,
infectious disease caused by the
spore-forming bacterium vacillus
anthmcis. It is mainly found in animals and can pass to humans from
animals."
Each anthrax. cell can create a
spore for the purpose of self preservation. The spores are very resilient
to chemicals and heat. They are also
dry and can be ground to a tine powder without damaging the bacteria,
Stuart said.
Stuart said the disease itself was
eradicated from the United States by
vaccinating livestock. "There is an animal vaccine." Stuan said. ·•Jn fact, how we eradicated
it from this country, largely. is by
vaccinating our domestic herd
against anthrax. The only cases that
we were getting in recent years had
been those from imported animal
hides,"
The second speaker. Phil Klapper,
an ear. nose and throat specialist.
spoke about the nature of the
anthrax threat, its diagnosis and
cures.
Klapper said four people have
died from anthrax in the recent
biotcrrorism attacks. All four were
diagnosed after the infection had
been given time to advance through
their systems, and all were over the
age of 60.
"If this is bioterrorism. let me
have it; that's fine," Klapper said. "l
can Jive with the risks."
Klapper said the threat of anthrax.
is not worth worrying about si~e

BILliNGSLEY
NEWS EDITOR

Aaron Craker/Guest

Phil Klapper, an ear, nose and throat specialist, discusses topics related to anthrax at the forum
hosted by the Residential College Association on Monday night in the Curris Center Theater.

Rob Brown/The News

the recent attacks have not been that
effective.
"So. let's just get over it; it's not
really a problem because what we
have seen so far hasn't been panicularly bad," Klapper said. "That
doesn' t mean that :-.omebody couldn't make something bad. but considering what I've seen of the so-called
terrorists, whoever was fooling
around with the anthrax is probably
dead himself today.''

The incubation period for anthrax
is around seven to 10 day~. after
which, people begin to exhibit
symptoms. Klapper said.
Symptoms of the lung fonn of
anthrax. include severe fever. chest
pain. dehydration and lethargy.
Cutaneous anthrax is not very
painful, but the .skin does begin to
die and blacken, said Klapper.
Anthrax can be cured with one of
three antibiotics: penicillin. tcrracy-

cline and cipro. Penicillin and tetracycline are both inexpensive, and all
current fom1s of anthrax are susceptible to them. Klapper said.
Cipro is an expensive treatment
option and has many potential side
effects including brain disorders,
mental dysfunctions. psychosis and
neurosili, Klapper said.
The fin al speaker was Jeff Steen,
director of Emergency Management
for Calloway County. Steen spoke
on how Calloway County is handling the anthrax issue.
Steen said legitimate concerns
about anthrax are sent to the State
Department of Health. So far, there
have been 20 reported suspicions of
the anthrax. and only two have been
~ent to the state lab.
"Many of lhe cases where we' ve
come across suspicious powder. it
tum~ out that we could identify this
powder. and we wouldn't have to
send it to the Jab;' Steen said.
Steen recommended if someone is
suspicious of an envelope to place it
in a plastic bag. spray any powder
that is on the ground with a I0: l
solution of chlorinated bleach and
water and wipe it down with a paper
rowel and place that towel in a hag.
He did not recommend using a
vacuum cleaner on the powder for
risk of suspending it.
RCA President Josh Rose said
he was pleased at the opportunity
to sponsor the forum.
Said Rose: "I'm just glad we got
to speak: to students on a national
issue."

The Black Student Council is
working to ensure the holidays arc a
happy time for needy families.
The BSC began a campus-wide
canned food drive on Wednesday.
with collection boxes in each of the
residential colleges.
All food collected will be given to
Needline. and the residential college
that collects the most food by Dec.
12 will receive a college-wide party
courtesy of the BSC with pina from
Domino·~. Papa John's and Pizza
Hut. Subway snndwiche~. chips.
drinks and a OJ.
BSC President Tara Pruitt ~aid
while one goal of the project is to get
the name and activitie~ of the BSC
out to all students, not just African
Americans. the real focus of the project is to supply needy families with
food for the holidays.
"We thought it would be u nice
project to do since it's the Christmas
holiday. and it's the giving season,"
PrUitt said. "We thought it would be
nice to do because it's for a good
cause, and we have the manpower to
do it."
BSC Secretary Jessica Vinson
echoed those ~ntimcnts .
"It's mainly about giving to othc~
that need, not about who's doing it.''

Vinson said.
The BSC collected food for Needline lao;t week by holding a "Tacky
Fashion Show" (see related story on
page 8). Because the amount collected was not as high as members
expected. they decided to organize
their first campus-wide food drive.
Pruitt said the Student Government Association and the Residential College Association also have
agreed to assist the can drive, and
many of the residential college councib were also excited about the
drive.
"A lot of people said they would
go to Fast Track and use their extra
meals to get some canned foods,''
Pruitt saic.l, "(A member of) Franklin
Colleg~ asked if Springer and
Franklin would be collected together. and after I told him no, he said
they would have to steal (Springer's)
collection so they would win. I
thought that was kind of funny.''
Donation boxes are placed in each
residential college, but Pruitt said
the BSC is in the process of putting
a box in the African-American Student Services and Ethnic Programs
office and possibly anmher box in
the Cu.rri~ Center.
Questions about the drive should
he directed to the African-American
Student Services and Ethnic Programs office at 762-6836.

Facilities Management
renovates Oakhurst
STAFF REPORT

Facilities Management employees began routine maintenance on
Oakhurst between fom1er president
Kern Alexander's moving out and
President F. King Alexander's
moving in .
Vice President of f-acilities Management Dewey Yeatts said the
type of maintenance employees are
concentrating on includes painting,
carpet cleaning and carpet
removal. He said the maintenance
is typical or times when Oakhurst
is vacant.
"The house i~ approximately 80
years old. and it's approximately
9.000 square feet," Yeatts .said.
"It's a large facility, and Oakhurst
lends it!>elf to a somewhat diflicult
renovation schedule."
Yeatts ·aid the period between
presidents is the most convenient
time to do the work.
"A" far as any kind of routine
maintenance, like painting. carpet
cleaning, carpet replacement, those
are difficuh things to do when it's
occupied, !>O we have used the

opportunity of the house being
vacant to do some routine maintenance and some general checks on
the various systems while no one
has been in the house," Yeatts said.
Yeatts 'aid the work also
entailed replaci ng cabinet doors
that were more than 20 years old
and had not heen working properly. He also said Facilities Management was checking the house from
"roof to basement" to take care of
everything from leaky faucets to
making sure the air conditioning
'Y<>tem and heating systems work
well.
Yeatts s:1id the work wac; not
extensive and would come out of a
maintenance fund. He also said
neither former Pre,ident Kern
Alexander nor President F. King
Alexander were involved in directing the maintenance.
"The Board of Regents talked
with me and asked me to let them
know what the house needed,··
Yeatts said. "My staff and I evaluated the house and found some routine maintenance things that need
to be ~:orrected.''
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Congratulations to our newest initiates:
Kristy Ball
Danie lle Belt
Beth Baril
Ashley Childs
Ashley Davis
Lizzie Donahau er
Be th A n n Dunavent
Ashley Dunn
Ashley Ga mble
Kandis Garland
J ayme Gordon
Bran d i Harless
Brooke Ha rr is
Jessica Jones
Maegan Math is

Ama nda Me dlin
Lindsey Me lton
S a ra h Po w e ll
Ashley Pritc h ett
Ke lly Reeves
A my Rogers
J amie S h afer
T iffa n y Shemwe ll
Da n a Smith
Whitni Stee le
La n dy Syle r
Lindsay Toole y
C rista Wa tkins
Ke lly Wille t
Jessica Zelesk y
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Annual event helps community kick habits
BY MARCI OWEN
AsstsTANl News EonoR

Rob Brown/The News

Source: American Lung Association

Put your cigareues away.
Call your sober friends. The
American
Humanics
Department and Murray
State
Health
Services
encourage everyone to
smoke out harmful habits.
Roger Weis. American
Humanics department director. said Murray State's
tenth annual Great American Smoke OutJAicohol and
Other Drugs should be as
successful as past years.
A carnival was held from
9:30a.m. to 2 p.m. Thursday
in the Curris Center Rocking
Chair Lounge with various
activities, such as cake
walks, wheel of fortune.
basketball toss and beer
goggles.
"There are goggles you
put on, and it makes your
vision like it would be if you
were drunk," Weis said.
'There's a straight line you
try to walk, but it's impossible."
American Humanics students also were encouraged
to adopt a smoker for the
day, Weis said.
"Each srudent in class will
adopt at least one person
that smokes," Weis said.
"They fill out adoption
papers and then they give
them a packet of stuff that
contains chewing gum and
candy and rubber bands and
stuff like that. The students
are encouraged to keep track
of their adoptees to support
them (in their attempt to quit
smoking). We average
around 50 adoptees."
Weis said they also

encourage students to fill
out designated driver cards.
"Our goal is to have 300
people fi ll out designated
driver forms." Weis said.
Bobby Grubbs. junior
from Louisville. said he
believes the event is very
successful.
"We've had a lot of people sign up to do designated
driver cards, which is definitely a plus to raise alcohol
awareness on campus,"
Grubbs said. ··we've adopted several smokers to quit
for the day."
Kelli Hall. chair of the
Great American Smoke Out
and a junior from Hayti,
Mo.. said she believes the
event helps people quit
smoking and using other
drugs by providing them
with information.
"I don't smoke or drink,
so people that do. I'm hoping that it helps them," Hall
said. ''I'm sure it does. We
have a lot of information, a
lot of things they can learn
abom it. If they do smoke,
hopefully. they'll see the
side effects and quit"
Brian Barnes, senior from
Evansville, Ind .. said student
responses toward the event
have been varied.
"A lot of !hem are signing
hesitantly because they feel
like they're the ones needing
the
designated
driver.
They're the ones quitting
smoking," Barnes said.
"Then,.there are others that
are really willing to cooperate and fill these out and
want to help their friends
out, give them a ride home
and all that... ·
Grubbs said while the

Carin Pe-terson/The News

Deanna Richardson, senior from San Diego, Calif.,
helps Brad Walker, junior fro m Murray, participate
in Wheel of Jo'ortune at Thursday's Great American
Smokeout in the Curris Center.
event definitely encourages people to quit using
these harmful drugs for
good, the goal is somewhat
different.
'The goal is not really to
stop people from drinking
but make them drink responsibly," Grubbs said. "The
goal is not keep them from
smoking if they want to but
to get !hem to quit for a
day."

Grubbs said while the
goal may not be to get peer
pie to quit for the long haul.
the idea is that by getting
them to quit for a day, they
may decide it is possible to
completely stop.
"I think it will help people
quit in the long run." Grubbs
said. "''m actually quitting
(smoking) in the long run .
It's helped me out. I haven't
had one all day long."

Saturdays offers Thanksgiving Day alternative
Bv

away from home may not be able
to make the typical vision of
Thanksgiving a reality. However,
Saturdays, a restaurant located on
Fifteenth Street across from Wilson Hall. is giving these students
an option.
The restaurant will serve a traditional Thanksgiving dinner
during its regular business hours

LOREE S TARK
EDITOR IN CHIEF

To most students. the idea of
Thanksgiving Break brings to
mind the thought of family members clamoring around a table for
turkey. cranberry sauce and dressing.
Students who find Murray far

~ri~Z e~hz

of II a.m. to midnight Thursday.
For $5 a plate. patrons can get
all of the Tha nksgiving staple
foods.
"We will have turkey. ham,
dressing, four different casseroles,
gravy, dinner rolls, cranberry celebration and pumpkin and pecan
pie," Becky Carr. day manager,
said.

1be Thanksgiving dinner was
the brainchild of owner Jody
Speight.
"I was really shocked by the
amount of people that asked me if
we planned on being open,"
Speight said. "Naturally. with it
being a holiday, there's going to
be people around with nowhere to
go. In this little town, there won't

~\..
TEQU14,--4 '
Mex ican Rc-.tnuranl

752-27'±9

*
\

be much open."
Speight said the dinner would
give Murray State srudents some
place to go if they can not ra,o
home.
Speight said he projected at
least "a couple dozen" of people
would show up for the dinner and
.said the restaurant would maintain
their normal business hours
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regardless.
Both
Carr
and
Speight
expressed that the Thanksgiving
dinner would be ideal for international srudents who would not be
able to go home for the holiday
weekend.
Said Carr: "We have a lot of foreign students here who do not
have any place to go."
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(Left) Former
Murray State student and Nickel
Creek
member
Chris Thile plays
the mandolin during the band's
Nov. 9 performance at Lovett
Auditorium.
(Below)
Thile,
bassist
Derek
Jone!l and guitarist
Sean
Watkins perform
a song from their
self-titled album
during the concert.
Nickel
Creek's concert at
Murray State was
the band's first
sold-out performance.

This Week
•friday
•Exam- CLEP, 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
Ordway Hall room

206.
•RecitalSenior
Recital, 6:30 p.m.,
Farrell Recital Hall.
Free admission.
•RecitalSenior
Recital, 8 p.m., Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.

•saturday
•Exam- PRAXIS.
7:30 a.m., Faculty
Hall room 502.
•RecitalSenior
Recital, 8 p.m., Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.

•sunday
•Bible Study- 9 a.m.,
University Church of
Christ.
•Bible Study- Chi
Alpha, 9: 15 p.m.,
Elizabeth
College
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.
•Recital-Joint Senior
Recital, 3:30 p.m.,
Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.

•Band- Quad State
Junior Band Festival.
all day, Lovett Auditorium.
•SGAJudicial
Board meeting, 11 :30
a.m., Curris Center
Cumberland Room.

•tuesday
•CABCampus
Activities
Board
meeting. 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room.

•wednesday
Thanksgiving Break
begins.

Story by Emily Black • Photos by Ryan Brooks

Nickel Creek, Glen'Phillips bring acoustic style to Murray
When Chris Thile returned to Lovett Auditorium on Nov. 9 with his bluegrass band
Nickel Creek, he was not only welcomed
back by friends and family, he also was greeted by a sold-out crowd.
"It's so good to be back in Murray." Thile
said to the audience. ''The campus just looks
really wonderful."
Thile said Nickel Creek, which is comprised of Thile and band members Sean and
Sara Watkins, performed its first sold-out
concert in Lovett Auditorium.
Nickel Creek was joined on its tour by bass
player Derek Jones, who performed with the
band on all its songs.
"Thank you all for coming to the show
tonight: in fact. so many of you came that no
one else could:· Thile said during the show.
Glen Ph11lips, a former member of the band
Toad the Wet Sprocket, performed as the
opening act for Nickel Creek.
Phillips set the pace for the night with n
casual, acoustic performance. He performed
songs from his latest ~olo CD. "Album,'' and
songs from h1s days with Toad the Wet

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Thanksgiving Day
•Dinner - Thanksgiving meal at Saturdays,
11 a.m. to 12 a.m.

Nickel Creek performed songs frnm its latest self-titled CD, as well as previously
recorded and unreleased material. In addition
to playing its own songs. Nickel Creek
crossed over into different mu.,ical styles by
performing parts of Nirvana·, hit song
"Lithium." Nickel Creek also entertained the

nud1ence by talking about movies such as
"The Matrix" and ''Lord of the Rings" and
music group Rage Again~t the Machine.
Thilc and Nickel Creek talked about their
previous performance ut Murray State and a
photo shoot in the basement of Lovell Auditorium for the cover of their firsl CD. which
is no longer available.
After Nickel Creek performed its original
set, the band returned to the o;tage with
Phillips for an encore performance. Nickel
Creek and Phillips played rnore of their individual :;ongs. as well as new songs they have
wrinen together while on tour.
Chad Price, Campus Activities Board concert chair, said the concen went well and that
fans seemed to enjoy the show.
"By them selling out Lovett Auditorium,
they just seemed to have went over really
well with the audience," Price said. "The
crowd seemed to really enj0y the show."
Fans who attended the concen were also in
agreement with Price.
"I thought it was awesome." Landee

Bryant. sentor from Cadiz. said. "It was a different twi st on what I'm used to hearing them
play. It was refreshing and different in a good
way."
Although Nickel Creek's performance
ended just a week ago. the Student Government As:.ociation has already put in a request
for a repeat performance.
Price said the SGA has already sent out the
necessary paperwork to gel Nickel Creek
back to Murray State next year.
"We've already been talking with their
manager and arc trying to get them back here
~ometime next year," Price said. "Hopefully
by that time Lovett Auditorium will be finished and we will be able to fill the balcony
as well .''
With Nickel Creek's latest CD rising on the
charts and its recent Grammy and Country
Music Award nominations. it looks as though
the band is becoming more popular than ever.
Said Price: "By this time next year. they
should be huge:·

Tacky Fashion makes its way to catwalk
8Y ANGEL CRONEY

•thursday

Sprocket, including the hit song "All I
Want."
Phillips also entertained the audience by
telling pirate jokes and stories about performing with Nickel Creek.
"I always get nervous when I play in front
of Nickel Creek's parents," Phillips said to
the audience. ''I'm always afraid that I'll tell
something that I shouldn't."
Phillips also was joined on stage by Thile
for two of nine songs on hi'i set, which
included a Greg Parsons cover song and
Phiiiip's latest single from "Album," "Darkest Time."
After Phillips' performance. Nickel Creek
was welcomed onstage by a standing ovation.

Fashion shows usually mean dressing up in
the latest attire from top designers. but the
Black Student Council created a new kind uf
fashion show.
Black Student Council spon~ored a Tack)'
Fa~hion Show on Nov. 8 in the Curris Center
theater
BSC member Lauren Horton. junior from
Louisville, was the originator of the fashwnshow idea. She said she wanted to do some-

thing different from the ordinary fashion
shows where people dress up in the latest
attire.
.. 1 am a strong advocate of anything fun
and crazy,'' Horton saiu. "Thi<:: wa' just .something that came one day during one of my
unconventional moods.''
BSC offered a $50 incentive for the person
who drt::s:.ed the tackiec;t. BSC also gave away
two prizes of $5 to tackiest female and tacki·
est male.
Two groups sdccted the winner. The lirst
was a three-judge panel composed of BSC

members, and the second was the crowd.
The winner of the Tacky f'ashion Show was
Maunce Crump. junwr from Cadiz.
Ht:: sported a pair ol <;pandcx short;, that lit
too wdl , with a blazer that did not quite fit.
" I nrn glad thut I WI)O. becaU'..e 1 would
have looked :;illy for no reason," Crump :-..aiu.
''But it was all in good fun.''
Crump said he entered the show to .support
the BSC und for the cn'h prize. He added that
he enjoyed being in the show and said that the
Tacky Fashi(lfl Show should be something
that BSC should have every year.

KEELHAUL
ARG ~ W"AT Sf.,Y

'v.Jc

GO 8AC~ ib Mt S~IP
AN~ fXAMINt '{€R 'Ba>lY?'

Those who atlend next )'ear can plan to see
Crump again.
"l will come hack to reclaim my throne,"
Crump snid.
Horton saiu she thinks the ~how came off
well.
'The important thing i~ that everyone had a
good time and a chance to let loose,'' Honon
said. "t=ifty dollars is a lot of money just for
wearing crut.) clothes in front of your peers.
These memone-. of the show will last forever."
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To post information
in the calendar call
762-4480 or fax it to
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Potter flies into theaters.

Topfive
0

•mUSIC
1. Michael Jackson - "Invincible"
2. Enr~que Iglesias- "Escape"
3. DMX - "The Great Depression"
· 4. Backstreet Boys - "The
Hits-Chapter One"
5. Enya - "A Day Without
Rain"
Source; Assoctc1ted Press

.

. • mov1es
1. Monsters, Inc.
Starring the voices of Billy
Crystal and John Goodman

2. Shallow Hal
Starring Gwyneth Paltrow and
Jack Bluck
3. The One
Starring Jet Li and Delroy
Lindo
4. Domestic Disturbance
Starring John Travolta and
Vince Vau~lm
5. The He1st
Stan·ing Gene Hackman and
Danny DeVito
Source: Assocrated Press

•books
1. Jerry B. Jenkins and Tim
Lahaye - "Desecration:
Antichrist Takes the Throne"
2. J.K. Row.ling - ''Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone"
3. J.K. Rowling- .. Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban"
4. Bill O'Reilly - "The No
Spin Zone"
5. J .K. Rowling - ''Harry Potter and the Chamber of
Secrets"
Sourle: Assoudled Pre..s

• website of the ~eek
www.spazdance.com
lf you want to watch people
from around the world show
off their bad dancing skills or
would hke to s~:nd in a video of
your own, then check out this
Web site that features video
archive~ o'f Strange dunces sent
in from different pans of the
world.

So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
dorm room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportation. eas money and the ~heer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

BY SCOTT GIBSON
ASSISTANT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR AND

K YSER LOUGH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Audiences young and old will head 'LO the
tht:ater today as Harry Potter hits the big
screen in one of the most anticipated movies
of the year.
John Hopkins, owner of Cheri Theatres,
said he anticipates the movie to l'oeil out during the first week.
"l think there are a lot of people that have
read the book that want to go see this
movie," Hopkins said. "It will sell out the
first week.''
Based on the first of J.K. Rawling's bestselling children's novels. the film "Harry
Pouer and the Sorcerer's Stone" tells the
story of an ordinary 11-year-old boy sudden·
ly thrust into an extraordinary situation.
Orphaned as a baby, Harry Potter lives
with hi~ aunt, uncle and cousin in an
unpleasant environment. His guardians force
him to sleep in a cupboard under the stairs.
I lis ~.:ousin is an overweight, spoiled brat
who always gets what he wants. Harry, on
the other hand, is neglected by the family .
Ao., his lith birthday draws near, young
Harry expects it to be just another disappmntmenl. His expectations change when he
is visited by Hagrid, a giant stranger, at the
dawning hour ot his birthday. It is then that
he is told of his heritage as a wizard. From
there, Harry's life changes immensely.
Hagrid delivers a letter to Harry inviting
him to enroll at Hogwans School of Witch·
craft and Wi1.ardry. Hastily accepting. Harry
is soon immersed in a new environment of
magic and mystery. There he finds adventure and danger at every tum.
Someume:; the adventure and danger
could be too much for some viewers to hnndle, Hopkins said.
" I saw the movie," Hopkins said. "Thi~ is
not just a kid's movie. Kids under 12 will be
scared.''
The movie stars 11-year-old Daniel Radcliffe. who beat out thousands of other hopefuls for the role of Harry Potter. Radcliffe
first appeared in a title role in the 1999 BBC
production of "David Copperfield." ''Harry
J>ouer and the Sorcerer's Stone.. also fea tures seasoned actors such as Rubhre
Coltrane. John Cleese, Alan Rid'-man. Wurwlck Davis and Vern Troyer.
With nil ltie hype .. Harry Pouer~ and the
Sorcerer's Stone" has produced. Cheri Theatres has not had to wt>rry about promoting

Road Trip

• around town
Saturdays - Wormwood, 9
tonight.
Fifteenth & Olive - Big
Moody and the Cinder Benders, 9 p.m.• Nov. 17.

•1 hour drive
Paducah - U you· re in the
mood for country music then
head downtown and catch
George Jones in concen at 8
p.m., Nov. 17, at the Executive Inn. Ticket prices range
from $37 to $49.

• 2 hour drive
Nashville - If you're ready to
laugh then head to Nashville
and catch the Comedy
Soulfest. Comedy Soulfest
features comedians such as
Bernie Mac, Gerald Levert,
Monique, Maze and Fr.tnkie
Beverly. Comedy Soulfest
starts at 7:30p.m., Nov. 18. at
the Gaylord Entenainment
Center. Tickets are $32.25 to
$55.

Peter Mountain/Guest

"Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone" will open tonight at tbe Cheri Theare in Murray. The movie ls based on the popular books written by J.K. Rowling.
the movie, Hopkins said.
"You don't have Ill do anything for it.''
Hopkins said. "We've (the movie industry)
already spent about $50 million pre-selling
thic; movie Every time you see something on
the news about 'Harr) Pouer· we pay for it."
The movie was directi!J by Chris Columbus, best known for his work on ''Home
Alone.'' "Stepmom" and ''Mrs. Dnubtlire."
Columbus also has wriuen several screenplays for Steven Spielberg. including
"Gremlins'' and ''<loonies."
Composer John Wilhnrns, mU'•ic director
f~1r " llarr y Putrt.•r ,and the Sorce::rc.r·, Stone."
has c<rmposed scor-es tor more than 90 t11n1s.
Hopkins said he thinks sales for "Hw:ry
Pouer and che Sorcerer's Stone" will be

comparable to upcoming movies 1
like "The
Lord of the Rings" and the new "Star Wars"
prequel.
"Some people could care less about 'Harry
Potier,' while sou1e people could care lt!1Ss
about 'Star War:.,"' Hopkins said. "Several
people I've talked to don't even know what
'Lord of the Rings' is."
The second trailer for the newest "Star
Wars" movie will air before the film. Hopkins said he does not believe Licker sales will
be affected by people wanting to see the
traikr. then asking for refunds.
"I tigure there may he a few college stu·
dems who mighr come to see the trailer. btl\
would stay." Hopkins said. "They'd find that
they stayed for a pretty good movie."

• 3 hour drive(or more)
Louisville - If you miss the
sound of the I 0,000 Mani acs or just want to hear
songs like ''These Are
Days" or "Jealousy." then
head to Louisville and see
the band's former lead
vocalist. Natalie Merchant,
in concert at R tonight at the
Loujsvill~ Pa)~~<;- tickets
are $29.50 to $39.50.

®!r~m({l ®w~mftm~
This Weekend!

Awf*l:)me

19" N/VCR combo

3silk j<xkels
Dine in all weekend and recei v-eFREE PIE with your meal!!!

1

Wh1le supplies last.
-

-

-

-
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-

-

-

-

801 Paramount Dr.
753-0418
....

t/ lr you want to help people get well and stay well

Sat urday, Nov. l7
m
.~

- ...

Shape the Future of Health Car e
as a Doctor of Chiropractic

!I'

1C

.

MSU Men's
Basketball

MSUWomen's

Basketball

vs

vs
Brescia

West Florida

@ 5:30p.m.

@ 7:30 p.m.

v

If you wt~nt to work .ndependently as a selfemployed ch1ropractrc physician .

11 If you want to achieve the f1nanc1al success

commensurate wrlh your profess•onal slanding as

a Doctor of ChtropraC!Jc
t/ If you wCJnt to establish your pos•t1on 1n the
commun1ty as a highly respected Doctor of

Ch1rbpractrc .
Then you are ready for a challeng•ng and reward1ng
career 1n chtropract1c Contact Logan College
of Chiropractic today!

Logan
Culle&:~ •ut'• <.: hirupnu: U~

1-800-533-9210
w w w.logan .edu

•

":- ~ = : :

=

.'t

loga n adm@logan.ed u

1851 Schoettler Rd, Chesterfield, MO 63017

College Life
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Convention attracts Kentucky ·Baptists
B Y SCOTT G IBSON
ASSISTANT COLLEGE liFE EDITOR

The Regional Special Events Center hosted its
most-attended convention to date this week when the
• Kentucky Baptist Convention came to town for its
164th annual meeting.
Shelley Todd. RSEC manager, said the convention
~ had been planned for Murray State since 1998. Todd,
a.Jong with the Murray Touric,m Board and Chamber
of Commerce, met wllh memben. of the Kentucky
' Baptist Convention in 1998 to discuss the logistics of
.... the convention, Todd said.
"With so many different people involved, you have
to start in advance.'' Todd said. "This thing involved
hotels. churches, restaurants and all kinds of other
businesses in town."
The annual meeting takes place at different Kentucky locations each year. The KBC tries to reach all
of Kentucky by visiting western. central and eastern
areas. Next year the KBC will be held at Cumberland
College, and in 2003, Emmanuel Baptist Church in
Lexington will host the. convention.
" Usually, the convention is held in large churches
or civic centers," Todd said. "We had to lay everything we had on the table and let them know that Murray was the best place to have the convention."
Although the convention had been booked since
1998, the actual preparation did not begin until early

this week. The convention fell between two Murray
State Racer home games, which made timing critical.
To prepare for the convention, RSEC staff and student
workers had to take apart the basketball floor, retract
the bleachers, set up exhibition spaces on the upper
concourse and set up the stage.
''It took us about 13 or 14 hours to put up the stages
and everything," Todd said. "We had 12 students
helping with the stage, sound and lights."
Members of the Baptist Student Union also aided in
the process, said Mark Whitt, BSU campus minister.
"Students from the BSU helped with the displays
and such," Whitt said. "We weren't involved in any of
the other areas of setup. They probably didn't want us
getting in their way."
•
Once the convention was under way, things went as
planned. Four main sessions were held during the convention. Each session consisted of a mingling of
reports from different agencies, music from choirs and
a sermon delivered by the convention president, Whitt
said.
The participants of the convention also took care of
business this week. Pastors from around Kentucky
met to discuss issues, approve next year's budget and
select a new conference president.
Business was not the only concern on everyone's
mind during the convemion, Whitt said.
" I took part in 'Cross over the Purchase' Saturday,"
Whitt said. "There was a car wash and all types of

www.murr,wstate.edu

Murray State's Regional Special Events Center served as host to the I 64th annual convention of the
Kentucky Baptists. The convention attracted Baptists from across the state.
community service throughout Murray nnd Calloway
County."
Since the convention has never been held this far
west, many people had the chance to see a new viev.
of Kentucky.

''I think it was 11 positive thing for MSU." Whin
'iaid. "To have this many people come to Murray helps
our economy and helps all Kentucky Baptists to sec a
new part of the state. People from all over the state got
to see our campus and how God is working here."

Symphonic orchestra makes KET appearance
BY K YSER LO UGH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

..

..•..
~

Trumpet player Kristi Green, senior from Brandenburg, said she is proud of the Murray State University
Symphonic Orchestra and its performance this semester.
Under the direction of Dennis Johnson, director of
bands and orchestras at Murray State. the orchestra
received a special invitation by Kentucky Gov. Paul
Patton to perform for a KET special.
Wflen the Governor invited the Murray State Symphonic Orchestra to perform at "In Performance at the
Governor' s Mansion," it was a great honor, Green
said. Only one orchestra is invited each year by the
governor.
"Murray State is the first collegiate orchestra to ever
be invited, which is an honor in itself," Johnson said.
''I was very excited when I found out," Green said.
"This performance was a great opportunity.''
Part of what makes the Murray State Symphonic
Orchestra so unique is that it is a community orchestra.
"We don't just bave college students in the orchestra," Green said. "There are also u few high-school
students and adults from the community.''
The orchestra performed on Nov. I 0 in Madis-

onville at the new Performing Arts Center. The show
will be aired as a one-hour special at 8 p.m., Dec. 23,
on KET.
"The concert is part of a series that they run on
KET," Johnson said.
Many dignitaries attended the event, including Kentucky Gov. Paul Patton, University President F. King
Alexander, Provost Gary Brockway and other Murray
State officials.
The program will feature other performers such as
flutist Jim Walker. vocalist Janet Cunningham and a
choral group composed of members from the Governor's School for the Arts program, along with the
Murray State Orchestra.
The orchestra's annual fall concert on Oct. 25
served as a practice for the KET special. Most of the
pieces performed at the fall concert will be played on
the program. Stephanie Rea. flute instructor, filled in
the places where Walker would play the flute at the
Madisonville event.
Next up for the Murray State Orchestra h a performance at rhe Dec. 15 commencement, for which the
performers are currently practicing. The first event
Barry Johnson/Guest
next semester will be the spring concert on March 7,
Dennis Johnson, director of bands and orchestras, conducts a performance by the symphonic
fo llowed by a trip to Camden, Tenn. on March 9 to
orchestra at Murray State. The orchestra will appear in a one-hour KET special on Dec. 23.
perform in a fine-arts series.

~ Free Pregnancy Test

www.LIIouse.org

~ Information About ALL Choices
~

Now aelectb:ag:

I :)06 Chestnut Stn'Ct

Caring and Confidential Help

All

Murray State Ambassadors

u n ·ir't.t
free (If
CM /1(t.

·Tan all mon t h fo r$19.95
•Hair Cuts

..

MondaY -Free Pool All Day Lons
WednesdaY Niabt · $t BEER HaPPY Hour • $1 BEER
~ ~ ~~ 1 8lf>oUlo Mon.-Sat. 5·1 P.m •
Pizza. BBQ. Pool. Bi2 Screen TV

641 In Pu.-,ear. TN
f731J 247-5813

Be
an
Become a Kentucky
organ & tissue donor
For information contact:
1·800-525-3456. or

$9.95

Cf:he Cutting tdge

Murray State Ambassadors give tours t o
prospective stu dents, attend college fairs
with a dmission c ounselors, and represent
the university during other on-campus
events. Ambassadors can also earn two
hours of credit a sem ester.
Now accepting applications through
NOVEMBER 30th in the School Relations office
(5th Floor Sparks).
pp

thenews.org

ATTENTION MSU STUDENTS!

We've moved!!!

You are invited to attend ou r Giant Anniversary
Sale. Sale is being held Friday Nov. 16th through
Sunday Dec. 2nd. Fantastic savings on most
merchandise up to 60% off. Remember. we're not
just antiques, we're a variety super store with
something for everyone.

MCC Paducah

8 miles from

M - F I 0:00-·1:30

Murray at the
KY-TN Line

Sat- IO::W-3:00
Sun 1:00-:> :00

728 Tennessee St.
Paducah, KY 42001
(Corner of Tennessee & 8th Street)
Services: Sunday - 11 am & 7 pm
Bible study Wednesday 7pm
Rev. Lillian Ferguson, Pastor: (270) 443-3339
Local: (270) 753-6361
Metropolitan Community Church • All Welcome!!

www .trustforHfe.org

Serving the "GLBT' Community
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Two Positions Open
Oil Tack
Clean Stalls

Bam & fence repair
Groom & Excercise Horses
Experienced Herd Workers Only
Long term commttment, pit

DANE Ranch
Cottage Grove, Tennessee
(731) 782-3949

Best Prices

1
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I
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I
I

Explrat~an . . . _ 11130101

Hair Designs
305ft]. 12th
University Square

I
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McGwire
leaves mark
on baseball

#

Baseball lost one of its greatest
home-run hitters to retirement this
week when Mark McGwire of the St.
Louis Cardinals decided to call it quits.
McGwire retiring from baseball is
actually a good thing. because it helps
all parties involved and allows a great
player like Big Mac to leave on his own
terms.
McGwire had a dreadful 2001 season, hiUlllg only . 187 and :.triking out
118 times in 97 games. Those kind of
numbers get you sent down to the
minors if your name isn't the same as
the mos t popular fast food sandwich in
America. McGwire had surgery on his
knee in the off-season to repair tendinitis. but he never
fully recovered in
time for the season
and struggled with
it throughout.
Big
Mac
always said he didn't just want to
"hang around" like
we see so many former all -stars do,
playing out the last
CRAIG
years of contracts
trying to rediscover
MIONE
old form. Big Mac
"McGWIRE
set such a high
standard
for himHAS ALWAYS
self, with not only
BEEN A GREAT his record-breaking
1998 season, but in
AMBASSADOR
his very first year
FOR THE GAME in the m~jors when
he smacked a rookOF BASEBALL. ..
ie-record 48 home
runs.
• McGwire's
retirement is not
about
him
not
being able to hit 70
horne runs anymore. It's about him leaving when he
still has pride and dignity. lie can still
produce very solid numbers and has
alway-. been a~ very positive influence
in the locker room. which i::. something
that is very underrated in today's professional sport<;. McGwire could have
come back next year and done very
well. He also could have come back
and struggled with injuries and put up
the same type of nurnben. that he produced thh. year. and he just put him!;df
through another year like that. Once
again. his standards are just too high .
Now that McGwire is retiring. he
joins the 2007 Hall of Fame class with
Tony Gwynn and Cal Ripken Jr.
Gwynn and Ripken have .symboli7.ed
the same class and respect of the game
over the years that Big Mac hus shown,
and that class and respect will be the
theme of the en,hrinement ceremony
for sure.
The St. Louis Cardinals offered MeGwire a two-year contract extension early
during the season worth $30 million. hut
Big Mac did not sign it. He had a feeling
way back in April that this could possibly be his last year in the majors. Being
the tc:am player he has always been, he
couldn't tie up that much of the Cardinals money. Even when McGwire originully signed with the Cardinals, he settled for far Jess than his market value.
So now that the Cardinals have an
extra $30 million they can use on
potential free agents. they will most
likely try to fill the void left by MeGwire with Jason Giambi. Giambi is the
Oaklnnd A ·s first baseman and current
American League MVP. He will probably win his second-straight MVP this
week. and he would be a great addition
to the Cardinals lineup. Reports said
McUwire has already called Giambi
and told him about the pleasures of
playmg haseball in St. Louis. which is
the be-;t ha ...eball town in America.
Giambi produces numbers that are
very s imilar to those Big Mac produced
early in his career. He hits for a high
average, gets on base frequently. drives
in lots or runs and most importamly for
the fan s, he hits lots of home runs. So
McGwire·., retirement leaves the game
of baseball with a huge void to nH. and
it may take awhile before it is filled.
McGwire has always been a grent
ambassudor for the game of baseball,
never hcing at a lo1.s for words when it
comes to talking about the state of the
game. There are many young stars in
baseball today, like Alex Rodrigue/.
:mu Derek Jeter, who can carry on the
torch that McGwire is leaving behind.
Let' s just hope they do as good of a job
as Big Mac did.

Sports Talk

.,

Craig ;\Jione is a .wplwmon• ph.nical
eduC'atwn major }rom .ltlwliscm. Ala
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Racers top Skyhawks on Senior Day
BY JusTIN McGILL
SPORTS EDITOR

Twelve Murray Stale seniors
suited up for the final home football game of their college careers
in a 35-17 Ohio Valley Conference win Saturday over Tennessee-Martin. The Racers trailed
the Skyhawks 17-7 ~arly in the
third quarter, hut scored 28 unanswered poinh to seal their fourth
win of the <;cason.
Less than three minutes into the
contest, MSU scored the first
touchdown of the game on an I 1yard run by jumor running back
Garner Byars . UTM kicker Brent
Harris converted a 41-yard field
goal auempt on the SkyhawJ.....'
next drive. and quarterback Shane
Williams gave the team the lead
midway through the second quar·
ter on a 28-yard touchdown run.
"That was the worst haJf of
football we've played since I've
been here," Head Coach Joe Pannunz•o said.
After trading possessions to
begin the second half. UTM linebacker Kidane McBride extended
the Skyhawks' lead with a 66-yarJ
touchdown on a fumble recovery.
Later in the third quarter. sophomore quarterback Stewart Childress ~onnected with junior wide
receiver Murcu~o> Christon on a 26yard touchdown pas~. Four minutes later, junior running back
Billy Blanchard gave MSU a 2117 lead on a 2-yard touchdown
run,
Byars and Blanchard added
touchdown runs in the fourth
quarter to give the Racers their
largest margin of victory this season.
Blanchard led all rushers with a
career-high 235 yards (216 in the
second halO on 22 carries.
"It didn't take a rocket scientist
to ligure out to leave him in the
foothall game;· Pannunzio said.
•·Wt· probably should have given
it to him more."
Blanchard said the team showed
sign~ of complacency after Byar,'
touchdown in the first quarter.
"Coach P. got on U!i at halftime
<Uld everybody went back out with
a sense of urgency in the second
half," Blanchard said.
Childress completed 13 of 21
pass attempts for I 20 yards. and is
now 191 yards away from third
place on MSU's all-time passing
yards li'\t.

Photos by Ryan Brooks/The

New~

(Above): Mur ray State j unior r unning back Garner Byars finds a hole to run t hrough during the Racers' 35-17 win Saturday over Tennessee-Martin. Byars gai ned 43 yards on II car ries.
(Below): MSU junior r unning back Billy Blanchard celebrates after one of his two touchdown r uns Saturday against UTMartln. Blanchard led all r ushers with 235 yards on 22 carries.
Christon was the leading receiver in the contest with five receptions nod 53 yards.
Senior linebacker Zelbert Johnson led all players with 18 tackles,
including 17 solo tackles, lying a
school record set by Frank Head
in 1969. Johnson said the seniors
were motivated to win the game
for the home crowd since rain
drove fans away from the other
two home games this season.
"It was nice to play in front of a
good crowd like that and get a victory." Johnson said.
Seniors honored prior to the
game were Johnson, linebacker
Travis Hampton, safety Jeremy
Davis, defensive ends Chad Lamb
and Ed Johnson, defensive tackle
Aaron Manningham, offensive
linemen Murry Rhodes and Sam
Gregg, wide receivers Jucquis
McDuffie and Mtchael Slater and
tight ends Josh McKeel and

Anthony Johnson.
The Racers play their final
game of the season at 2:30 p.m.
Saturday at Eastern Illinois, the
No. 4 ranked team in Division 1AA.
"Our seniors have never beaten
the team that's won the championship in the ovc,·· Pannunzio
said. "We're going to go up there
with every intention of beating
them. Obviously, we're going to
have to play a lot better than we
played today. but we're looking
forward to that opportunity."
Eastern Illinois defeated the
Racers -lS-7 last season. something Pannunzio said will provide
more motivation to his player:..
"The way we got beat up there
last year. we'll be reudy to play:·
Pannunzio ..aid. "They better be
ready to play."
The game will be broadca-.t on
Fox Sports Net S(lulh.

4

Soccer season ends
with loss to SEMO
BY T IM

A LSOBROOKS
STAFF WRITER

Kam Rubeck/The New~

Murray State junior forward Antione Whelchel looks for room to move against a VASDA
defender during the Racers' 89-88 exhibition loss last Thursday. Whelchel scored 17 points.

Racers fall to VASDA in exhibition
BY JusTIN McGILL
SPORTS EDITOR

A comeback from n 20-point
deficit gave Mun·ay State a chance to
win its ~econd exhibition game of the
seru.on. but a late tl~ket hy V ASDA
left the Racer.; with an 89·H81osc; la-;t
Thur~day.

··we didn't come out of the locker
room and play the kind of ha,ketball
th;ll v.e would like to have played:·
I lead Coach Tevester Anderson said.
''I wanted to play a tough team like
this. I wanted to play a 1e:un that
would give u~ ~ome problem:.."
MSU fell behind 50-30 wilh I:56
left in the lir.;t half and regained the
lead at 83-81 with I :57 left in the
game. YASDA 1\ept the \Core close.
und a la)up by Marl.: Smith with 1.3
second.; lefl ...ealed the game.
"Tonight gave us a good chance to
fall he hind and M.·e 1f we could come
buck and have ~ume re~iliencv.''
Anderson said. " I thought we du.l

that. but when we got ahead we
weren'tnble to sustain that."
The Racers took their first lead of
the game after four and a half minutes at Il-l 0 on a basket by junior
forward Antione Whelchel. VASDA
countered with an l!-0 run and held
the lead until a haslet by senior
guard Ju:.lin Burdine tied the score at
76-76 with 5:22 left in the game.
The Racers regained the advantage
at 88-87 with nine second' lelt. With
MSU in the bonus, junior guard
Kevin Pa.~chel was fouled. He
missed the first free throw, and
VASDA grabbed the rebound and
scored the winning ba.,ket.
Burdine led the Racers in scoring
w11h 20 points. mak1ng seven ul 15
tield goal attempts including three of
eighl thn:c-poimers. Whelchd ( 17
point~. 12 rebounds) and sophomore
center Andi Hornig (I 0 poims, I I
rcboundsJ po:-ted the only doubledoubles of the conte~t. Paschel
di'hed out a game-htgh ~'en a_.._,j,L,,

The most glaring line on the stat
sheet was VASDA's three-point
shooting. The team made II of 21
lirst-half three-point attempts.
Burdine said the Racers' two exhibition games - I he loss to YASDA
and a I I 1-85 win over the EA SportS
All-Stars two weeh ago - gave the
player~ knowledge of what kind of
team MSU will havt• lhio; ~ason.
·-we·ve really learned a lot about
the team." Burdine said. "We know
what combination!> to put in now.
The exhibition game~ helped U\ a lot.
and losing one helped a lot too."
Anderson U!'>ed several difterent
combinations of players against
VASDA to see which will work best.
"Winning thb game \\as not a.'
important to me ;.e; winn111g u college
game," Anderson said. "You want to
win evel) game you play. but thi~
\Vas (lne of those games where we
wnnted to learn a lot about our team.
That'~ whal exhibition ,gan1cs are
for."

The Murray State women's soccer team hung tough with the No.
I seeu in the Ohio Valh:y Conference Tournament, but Southeast
Mis:.ouri State shut out the Racers
2-0 last Friday.
The loss not only knocked the
team out of the four-team OVC
tourney. it also brought an end to
the :-eason in front of Cape
Girardeau's largest crowd at an
OYC soccer game.
SEMO managed two goals with
seven shots on goal. while the
Racers were shut out in consecutive games by the SEMO defense.
Theresa Reedy, freshman forward, said the team looked better
than it had against SEMO the
week before.
"The last time we weren't really
playing for anything. and this time
we knew what was on the line,''
Reedy said. ··vou ju-.t have to give
them credit. They played good in
front of their home crowd."
Coach Mike Minielli agreed
that the team's intensity was there
thio; time around, even with the
los:..
''There wa~ more to play tor this
time, and we really did u good job
with stepping up both effort and
intensity. and the focus was
there," Minielli said.
MSU sophomore goalie Karen
Fitt.hurris had three saves in the
game and said she felt the team
had a good game plan,
··Even with the loss. you could
tell our energy wa::. there. irs ju<;t
hard to beat the No. I 'eed at
home," Fitzhnrris !.aid.
Playing on the artilicial grass
did not seem to bother the team
this time around. It wa~ the
Lt:arn'" 'ccond time on the turf.
The lir;.t wa, la~l v. c~k against
SEMO.

··1 liked the way the ball
bounces on it.'' Fitzharris srud.
"It's more natural. With real
grass. you sometimes get uneven
bumps or dips that cause the ball
to do some weird things."
The team hope~ to focus on
improving for next year.
"There were ~orne shots that we
should have put in the corner of
the goal instead of right at their
goalie, buL that's just one of those
mental aspects of the game we
have to improve on for next year,"
Reedy ~aid.
Minielli will have tbe team hit
the weight room hurd for the next
several months before scrimmages
start up later in the spring.
''We realize we have good talent. but our mental toughness can
u:;e some work, so hopefully gaining a step or two in the weight
room may mean gaining a few
games in the standings for next
year," Minielli :.aid.
One of the major a~pe<.:tS or
mental toughness the team hopes
to focus on is the strain of playing
on the road. where the team's
record has suffered.
"We have a poor record on the
road the last couple of sea-.on.s.
but it's the opposite at home.
where we have won the majority
of the games," Minielli said. "I
ju<:t want to start getting them to
play with the same mental toughness and intensity away from
home."
The team will benefit from
experience next year because this
year's team was mostly lirst time
players, and a new freshman class
will help to upgrade the team.
Said Minielli: "We have good
talent and will only get beuer with
experience, so the main goal is
now to work with weighh and
some speeu drills to stay in -;hapc
until the 'Pring and then 'ee what
we <.:an do."'
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ovc Action

$P9ItU&ht
Zelbert Johnson,
Jenny Carter
t Zelbert johnson
'and Jenny Carter
lue in thls week's
!Racer SportLight.
Johnson, senior
~inebacker for the
!Racers, led the
Iteam in tackles in
its 35-17 win over
UT-Martin last
~aturday. He
:amassed a teamhigh 18 tackles
and had 17 solo
tackles, which ties
n single-game
lrecord.
Johnson leads
the Racell! this
6eason in tackles
with 63 and
.s hares the team
lead in sacks with
:two.

: Cnrter, junior
"defender for the
.soccer team, was
named to the All·ohio Valley Con·
iference First
.Team for her pl,ly
:in the 2001 season.
Carter was part
of a defense that
allowed only
goals per game
this season.

n.n

FastFact
Bany Sanders
broke the NCAA
season touchdown
record (29) in
November 1988
when he btQught
his touchdown
total to 31 in nine
games. The Oklah()ma State junior
finished the se,,.
jSOn with 2,628
j.I'UShing yards and
:39 touchdowns.
Sour~e: ESPN

,_...Scores
Mlw.1.0
EIW33

lsamfonl 11

Men's Cross Country takes
12th at regional In Greenville
The cross-country team finished 12th
out of 29 teams at the NCAA Southeast
Regional Cross Country Championships
at the Furman University Golf Course in
Greenville, S.C, on Nov. 10.
Senior Jeremy Kirk, who finished 47th
out of 206 runners, led the Racers. Kirk
finished with a time of 32 minutes and
five seconds. The course was 6.2 miles.
Other Racers contributing were
sophomore Jeremy Burkeen, who finished 74th with a time of 32:53, junior
Ryan Davis, who placed 87th with a time
of33:09 and freshman Tim Bradley, who
placed 96th with a time of 33:17.
Two members of the women's crosscountry team competed at the regional
tournament on an individual basis.
Senior Rebecca Christmas finished 70th
in the field of 181 with a time of 23:39.
The course was 3.7 miles. Senior Emily
Herndon took 75th with a time of 23:52.
The regional event closes out the
schedule for the men and women's cross
country season.

Thoroughbreds host coaches'
clinic and card show Dec. 8
The Thoroughbreds will host a coaches' clinic along with their annual card

OVC Football
Standings
OVC Overall
x-Eastern Dlinois 5-0
8·1
7-2
Eastern Kentucky 4-1
Tennessee State 3--2
7-2
Tennessee Tech 3-2
6-3
Murray State
2-3
4-5
SEMO
2-5
4-7
0-5
1-9
UT-Martin

show on Dec. 8. The coaches' clinic will
take place at the Curris Center, and the
card show will be held in Racer Arena.
The clinic will feature two American
Baseball Coaches Association Hall of
Fame members: Ron Polk, head coach at
Mississippi, and Johnny Reagan, a former MSU coach.
Other coaches speaking at the clinic
are Rob McDonald, former MSU baseball
player and current head coach of Union
County High School, Greg Goff, assistant
pitching coach at the University of Kentucky, Ronnie Osborne of the Osborne
Hitting School and Mark Riggins, a
minor league pitching coordinator with
the St. Louis Cardinals.
For more information on the clinic, call
762-4192.

Women's Crew competes at
Head of the Chattahoochee
The women's crew team competed in
the Head of the Chattahoochee on Nov. 3
and the Chattahoochee Chase on Nov. 4.
At Head of the Chattahoochee, the varsity women's eight placed 13th out of 19
boats, with a time of 19 minutes and 57.4
seconds. The University of TennesseeKnoxville won the race with a time of
17:27.3.
In the novice women's eight, MSU

OVC Volleyball
Standings

OVC Football
Schedule
Thursday
Ten1141ssee Tech 0 UT -Martin,
6:30pm
Saturday
Tenne."'-'e State 0 Eastern Ken·
tucky, noon
Murray State@ l!astPm lllinoi~.

2:30p.m.

x-OVC regular se11son champton

OVC Overall
x-UT-Martin
14·2 24·7
x-Eastern lllinois 12-4 19-8
x-Morehead
12-4 12-9
10-6 14-13
x-SEMO
x-Austin Peay
8-8 15-12
x-fao;tcm Kentucky 7-9 12-14
Murray State
6-10 8-20
Tennessee Tech 3-13 8-16
Tennessee State 0-16 4-22

placed 29th out of 35 boats with a time of
23:15.2. In the novice women's four race,
MSU placed 11th out of 35 boats with a
time of 23:13.1.
At the Chattachoochee Chase, the var·
sity women's eight placed sixth out of
six boats with a time of 20:51 9. In thc
novice women's four, Murray State
placed first out of six boats with a time of
24:05.4.

Soccer team rewarded with
Ohio Valley Conference honors
Junior defender Jenny ,Carter and
sophomore
midfielder
Lindsey
Gustafson both earned All-Ohio Valley
Conference First Team honors for their
play this season.
Carter, who was a member of the
defense that allowed only 1.72 goals per
game, and Gustafson, who finished the
season with six goals and assists, helped
lead the Racers to an 8-8-2 regular season
finish. Gustafson also was named to the
AII·OVC Championship Tournament
Team for her play on Nov. 9 against
SEMO in the Racers' 2-o loss.
Also earning her way onto the All·
OVC Tournament Team was freshman
midfielder Kim Sinclair, who was one of
four Racers to put a shot on goal in the
game against SEMO.

OVC Basketball
Schedule
6:.30 p.m.
St. j05Cph"s College@ Eastern lUI·
nul;, 7:10p.m.
Treven;s Nalarene@ T~nn~'i"c
Stall', 7:30 p.m
Morehead @ IUPU Fort Wi)'N.'.
7:30p.m.
Birmingham South G SEMO.
7:.'10 p m.

Franldon

7-0

H~tcr

5-2

ct.uk
H.ut

4-3

Peay@ Oklahom.lSIAte,
1 pm
Wilmington Cpllcge@ Ea>tern
K<!nlulky, 6:30pm.
West Fl,>rida@ Murr~y State, 7 p.m

H

Rt>gtnt~

~-4

l'li7.abeih
Rachmond
White

2·5
25
2-5

Women

Saturday
!Urt
Rtg~ts

While
liPslt•r
Cldrl..
Sprif18t!T
E!Wbt!ih

0-6

1300 N. 12th St.
641 N.

753-4424

Virginia slims · $2.29($.60
Marlboro ·BUY. 3-1et 2 nee

(While .......... ....,

Kool • .2.tS($.7S .m

save $.03 on Each Gallon of Gas You Purchase
w h e n Yo u s h ow Yo u r c u r r e n t Racer I.D.

Interested in Sales?
The Murray State News is hiring advertising sales
representatives for the spring semester.

J

v..,.... ....
Ntw. 1.1.
QU~

A8stlll ,.., 0

SEM03

nuo
BU3

nuo
llonhacl3

Erl•ll•l

IW. 9

Fratemftlel
Alph~ Tau Om,'Ka
Pi K.lppa Alpha
Alpha Sigma Phi
Sip.tChi
Lambd4 Chi Alpha
AlphA Gamma l(ho
Stgma l'lli :Epsilon

5-l

5-1
H
3-3
3·3
l·S
0-11

Sorortties
Alph.l GammJ Dt-11.1 Squarrel,
Alph.l Sigma Alpha
Alpha Omkron Pi
Alpha Gamma Delta Pt!arl$
Sagma Sigma Sigm.s
Alpha Omicron l~ •s•

RM02
MSUO
BU4

nlll
Ntw. JJ

s-o

EIU1

4-1

JSEMO 0

.H

2·3
1-4

0-5

2-1

1-5

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.

..

MSU35
Uf-lllrtin17

5-1
5-1
5·1
3-3

Tune-up your engines with
the right parts from

Application Deadline : Monday , Dec .3

SEM038
Qulacrl

Sports Briefly is compiled by Assistant
Sports Editor Kevin Thomas

Men

Teth 0 frnnessee,

TIU63
TSUl3

SIU2

'The Rugby Club ended its fall 2001
season with a 27-5 victory over Rhodes
College. Scoring for the Rugby Club
were sophomores Justin French and C.J.
Naber, juniors Geoffrey Gainford and
Scotty Farmer and senior Jared
Andrews. The Rugby Club finished the
season 3-4.

Residential Coleps
Tf'nnL"<So~

DU38
FllltdiAIIMIIclO

Ntw.1.0
More11Nd3

Rugby ends fall season with
victory over Rhodes College

Intramural Football
Final Standings

Today

A~lri

x-CliucJu:d spot in OVC Tournnment

Sophomore midfielder Emily Schaller
and freshman forward Theresa Reedy
were named to the Ali-QVC Second
Team for their play in 2001.
Schaller finished the season starting all
18 games and had four goals and five
assists. Reedy led the Racers with elght
goals, which tied her for seventh in the
league, and also contributed five assists.
Her 21 points placed her sixth in the conference.
Earning All-OVC Honorable Mention
honors were sophomore goalkeeper
Karen Fitzharris and freshman Jamie
Roche. fitzharris finished with a 1.23
goals-against-average this season, ranking her fourth in the OVC. Roche fmished the year with two goals in 17 starts.

r--oae•t1Located behind
Cracker Barrel
and next to
Office Depot.

...
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2001-02 National Basketball Association Preview

East will push Lakers for title
While the Western Conference offers favorites such
as the Los Angeles Lakers and San Antonio Spurs, the
Eastern Conference does not have a clear-cut favorite.
Last year's Eastern Conference Final pilted the
Philadelphia 76ers and Milwaukee Bucks. and if not for
Michael Jordan. those two teams would probably be the
favorites once again this season.
In the Atlantic Division, the Philadelphia 76ers seem
to be the preseason favorite. The major i.~sue with this
squad is staying healthy. Off-sea..w n surgery for reigning MVP Allen Iverson and Aaron McKie w11l leave
both players a little rusty at the beginning of the year.
Eric Snow also is banged up and will be out three
month.~ with a broken thumb. Defensive guru Dikembe
Mutombo has had a bad back, so health is also an issue
with this all-star. All said and done. if this team stays
healLhy. they are capable of making another run at the
Ea.' tcm Conference title this season.
The surpti-;e tc!al'Tl of the Eastern Conference could be
rhe Orlando Magic. A healthy Gram Hill returns to a
team that is full of youth and experience. Tracy
McGrady, Horace Grant and Patrick Ewing are all
ready to take this team to the next level. If Hill stays
healthy. then the Magic should be a strong favorite in
the East.
The Miami Heut also may make the playoffs again
this year. Will the team succet..'d in the playoffs'? Probably not. The loss of key player.. Tim Hardaway and
Anthony Mason does not help this team any. and for the
past three years they have been a disappointment in the
playoffs. This season does not look any different.
Time also is running out for the New York Knicks.
The team, which is built around Marcus Camby and
L.atrell Sprewell, continues to lose superstars every sea·
son. Two years ago Lhe team lost Ewing; this year,
Larry Johnson. This team need-. to win now. and if
Allen Houston C'Jn help Camby and Sprewell. the
Knicks may have enough to give it a run in the post-season.
The real show in the E:tc;tcm Conference and the
NBA is in Washington. Last year's joke, the Wizards,

KEVIN
THOMAS

" REGARDLESS,
WHICHEVER
TEAM COMES
OUT OF THE
EAST SHOULD
GIVE THE

lAK-

ERS A RUN FOR
THEIR TITLE.,

are not the greatest show in the NBA becau..;e of
Michael Jordan's return. While the supporting ca-;t he
had in Chicago is gone, and Phil Jackson is not roaming
the sideline, the man is still the greatest basketball player to ever play the game. Jordan has a chance to prove
everyone wrong and take this team into the playoffs. He
will guide this team into the posL-SCiL'iOn, and until
someone proves they can stop him, Jordan will succeed.
The Central Division looks as if it only has three contenders for the Ea.'>tem Conference crown. Last year's
surprise. the Milwaukee Bucks. look to be a contender
again this season. Ray Allen, San1 Ca...~ell and Glenn
Robinson arc a solid core of players who could lead this
team to a great '>Cason. The Bucks were one game away
from rea~hmg the finals last year, and this season they
will most likely make it.
The Air Canada vs. Air Jordan match-ups will be the
highlight' of the next two years. Vince Carter Wll!'
beginning to till Jordan's shoe!) in the NBA. With the
return of Jonlan. Caner is now able to create his own
identity and make a run at the NBA title. The addition
of Halceem Olajuwaon during the off-season leaves this
team primed to make a run at the title.
The last team that should compete in the Eastern
Conference is the Charlotte Hornets. Although this may
be the team's last season in Charlotte, the Hornets still
have the ability to compete in this league. This team
was a playoff :;urprise la">t ~uson. and this year those
same teams will be waiung for them. If the Homcl~
make the post-!.eason, they will not make it very far.
Teams such as the Pacers, Hawks and Cellics all have
a good chance to visit the post-c;ea,on. It is very likely.
however, they will all be watching the playoffs. not
playing in them. The return of Jordan. the Bucks. Air
Canada and Allen Iverson will all make the Ea,tem
Conference a very tight race. Regardless. whichever
team comes out of the East should give the Lakers a run
for their title.
Ke~·in Thomas is assistant sports editorfor "The Murray State Nev.·.f,"

Expect Laker dynasty to continue
In the NBA's Western Conference preview
it looks like the old saying: the rich get richer
with the Los Angeles Lakers.
The Lakers. already with back-to-bad:
championships and a star-studded lineup that
includes Kobe Bryant and Shaquille O'Neal.
managed to add key players Samaki Walker,
Lindsey Hunter and Mitch Richmond.
The egos of Bryant and O' Neal didn' t preTIM
vent the team from getting a championship
last year and, with Phil Jackson at the head,
ALSOBROOKS
don•t look for them to do any worse. They
"IN THE END, I might even fini sh with a three-peat.
David Robinson and Tim Duncan may lead
THINK THE
the San Antonio Spurs to fight the Lakers for
the title. Duncan has very few weaknesses,
DYNASTY IN
and even the Admiral s till has the ability to
l. A. WILL
take the momentum when the game is on the
line. Key additions for the Spurs include Steve
CONTINUE
Smith. but the loss of Derek Anderson may
WITH A LAKERS'
hurt their plans.
THREE-PEAT.,
Chris Webber's contract issues are cleared
up m Sacramento, and once healthy. he may
prove better than the numbers he put up last
year. Arizona's Mike Bibby wiiJ be u lift for
the Kings at point guard. while Doug Christie
will solidify the defense. Hidayet Turkoglu
will be huge coming off the bench. Sacramento seems to play well as the underdog, so look
out in Los Angdes and San Antonio.
Key players for the Mavericks include
Danny Manning and Tim Hardaway. The
Mavericks should be a playoff team. while
Kevin Garnett will be the main reason lhe
Timberwolve~ make the playoffs.
Portland, after being overrated for the last
few seasons, will perhap!. this year reverse

itself thanks to Scottie Pippen, Rasheed Wallace and Damon Stoudamire. The main question for the Trail Blazers will be how they
keep head-case Rasheed Wallace calm. His
technical foul on opening night was not a
good start.
John Stockton and Karl Malone will somehow find a way to give the team one more
chance and make the playoffs, even if just
barely. Two of the best together on and off the
field may be aging, but their experience is
tops in the league. The main concern is the
same as usual in Utah : The Jazz are weak at
ceruer.
The Clippers may not be the team to pick on
in the West any longer. with players such as
Lamar Odom, Elron Brand and Jeff Mcinnis.
They also have a strong bench and a great
defense.
After trading Jason Kidd, the Suns may
have a disappointing year. Stephon Marbury
brings excitement. and if Anfernee Hardaway
and Tom Gugliotta stay healthy, they may surprise a few.
And finally, the Rockets, with Steve Francis
at guard. will find problems with rebounding,
and depth at the bench. It would be a shock for
them to make the playoffs. The team's 45
wins last year was the most ever for a nonplayoff team.
But with all that done, look for the Kings to
really push the Spurs and Lakers)n the end I
think the dynasty in L. A. will continue with a
Lakers' three-peat.

Tim Alsobrooks is a staff writer for "The Murray State News."

Karri Rubeck/The News

Murray State freshman center RiQuita Thomas guards senior forward Susan Tackett
during an intrasquad scrimmage last Thursday at the Regional Special Events Center.

Rifle prepares for Alaska-Fairbanks
Jill Livesay Wheeldon shot an
1149 in smallbore and a 375 in
air rifle for an aggregate of

BY STEPHANIE ELDER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The rifle team fell 15 points
short in a shoulder-to-shoulder match against the University of Kenrucky la<ot weekend.
Despite the loss at UK.
Coach Diana Stone said she
was pleased with her team.
"We worked hard: the season i~ paying off," Stone said.
Sophomore Morgan Hick!.
led the Racers with an 1173
out of n possible 1200 in
smallbore and a 395 out or
400 possible in air rifle for a
combined score of I 568 ( 1600
possible).
"UK was a fun match for u<>,
and we shot really well,"
Hicks said.
Freshman Crystal Dove had
an I 172 in smallbore and a
393 in the air rifle for a combined score of 1565. Senior

1524.

UK outshot the Racers
6208-6193, beating MSU in
the smallbore competition
4647-4638. In rhe air rifle
competition UK topped MSU
1561 - 1555.
The rifle team's next match
is at 7 a.m. Tuesday at the Pat
Spurgin Ril1e Rnnge at Roy
Stewart Stadium against
defending NCAA champions
Alaska-Fairbanks.
Hicks said the level of competition will be higher against
Alaska-Fairbanks, something
that will help the tenrn.
" 1 think that it will be good
for us," Hick.'i said. "We had a
tough showing against UK,
and (the Alaska - l ~airhanks
match) will be a challenge for
us, but the beuer the competition, the better we do."

Coach Stone said she is
comfortable about hosting the
defending champions.
..1 am excited about AlaskaFairbanks.'' Stone said. "It
will be good to shoot against
the best of the best."
Alaska-Fairbanks typically
attends the Racer Invitational
in January. but the team is
unable to make it this year.
The teatn will be in Lexington
this weekend and will make a
:-.pecial appearance at Murray
to compete against the Racers
on Tuesday. The Racers will
travel to Alaska for a match
against Alaska-Fairbanks in
February.
Pat Spurgin, namesake of
the Murray State range, is now
n volunteer assistant coach for
the Alaska-Fairbanks team.
She is a 1984 Olympic gold
medalist and four-time AllAmerican First Team honoree
for Murray State.
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Women's Basketball:

Men's Basketball:

Exhibition gives Racers confidence;
squad prepares for Brescia opener

Team seeks fan support
From Page 1
worried about getting my team
together and playing· the best they
can play."
Although lineups had not been
decided on at press time, Anderson
said the players who started in the
exhibition game against EA Sports
will likely start against West florida.
Those players - Burdine, junior
guard Kevin Pa.o;chel, junior forward
Antione Whelchel. junior guanilfor·
ward Chris Shumate and sophomore
center Andi Homig - all logged significant minutes last season.
Whelchel. Shumate and Homig started all 29 game' last year; Paschel
started 17. and Burdine started 12.
"It's a tough call between a couple
of guys, but at the same time from
what I've seen in practice and those
two exhibition games, I think that's
the best group to stan with,'' Anderson said. "It may not be the best to
finish with, but it is the best to start

From Page 1
already played five games this sea.c;on and is coming off a successful
2000-200 1 season. Brescia returns
all but one starter from a squad that
went 23-9 last season in the National
Association of Intercollegiate Ath·
letes.
Fields said playing a team that has
already played five games this season will be tough on MSU.
"Brescia is playing really well
right now;· Fields said. "We have
had one exhibition game. and they
have played five already, so that
should play in their favor."
On Monday, Murray State will
travel to Ole' Miss to take on the
team that handed MSU a 40-point
loss last season at RSEC.
The Racers follow that game with

"The exhibition game gave us some
confidence that we can play that
way. We can play 40 minutes that
hard."
Senior forward Susan Tackett said
the team has tried to better them·
selves since the game against
Nashville.
"We have worked a lot on our
defense and our rebounding since the
exhibition game," Tackett said. "We
began to get more particular on the
little things we do."
Fields has planned a starting lineup of freshman center ReQuita
Thomas, sophomore guard Megan
Fuqua, Tackett. sophomore guard
Stacey Holmes and freshman guard
Rebecca Remington for Saturday.
Brescia University (4-1) has

the Islander Classic in Corpus
Christi. Texas, in which MSU will
take pn Texas A&M·Corpus Christi
and the winner of the Eastern Illinois/Mercer game.
Coach Fields said motivation is
not a problem against Corpus
Christi.
"When it is your tournament, you
pick which team you play, and they
seem to think we are the weakest in
the tournament." Fields said.
Regardless of the rest of the week,
Tackett said the team is rocused and
ready for the game against Brescia.
''We are playing really hard,"
Tackeu said. "We have been really
good and intense in practices for the
past few weeks. That should help us
in this first game."

with."
The position that has worried the
Racers most since last season is point
guard. Paschel manned the position
laM year, and Anderson said he hac;
already shown improvement from
lao;t season.
"He's more capable than he wa'i
last year," he said. "At the same time,
bringing in (senior tr.msfer) Rashard
Harri~ is going to keep him playing at
his peale. Ra.;hard can always come
in and give us suong minutes off the
hench."
As a team, Anderson said he was
most worried about what players will
establish themselves as team leaders
on and off the coun.
''I thought in the fiNt game we
showed some leadership skills,"
Anderson said. 'The second game. I
didn't think ;inyone did anything
great by example or wonl of mouth
that showed that they're going to step

up and be a leader on this basketball
team. We need that very dearly right
now."
The Racers are also looking for
increased fan support this season.
Less than 1,700 fans attended both
exhibition games this season. Anderson said the team will play harder
now that the games count.
"What we expect is to come out
and really exen ourselves offensively
and defensively, play really hard and
show our fans that we're getting
ready for a great year," Anderson
said. '1'he style you play and charac:
ter you have always will create more
interest in the team. We are very coo\cious of that, and we emphasize it."
Whelchel said playing a'i a team.
should create more interest in Racer
ba.-;ketballthis season.
Said Whelchel: "I think fans like to
see us out there having fun and, most
importantly, getting the victory.''
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OltAHGI •or· OltAI'lfaUIT JUICI
(M oa.clft.)

WITH PLUS CARD

{12 oz. pkg.)
WITH PLUS CAIID

KROGER -or·
COUNTRY CLUB
BUTTER

MAXWELL
HOUSE
COFFEE

JOHN
MORRELL
FRANKS

(1 lb. pkg .)

39 oz. Original; 34.5 oz.
Ute -or· Ma•..r llend

All Meat
(12 oz. pkg.)

Quan.ra

WITH Pl.US CAIID

WfTH PLUS CARD

~

,,-

WITH PLUS CARD

Ninon weko111e In Dlnlna Roonal

CAKE MIX· Selected Verletiea (18.25 oz. box)

,..$169 t
WITH PLUS CARD

SWEET POTATOES
MISSISSIPPI GROWN

...,.,

for

ENGLISH
ROAST

USDA CHOICE

MlltJN•1.•ss-

•

$1~.8
WITH Pf.US CARD

DOLE
CLASSIC
SALADS

Ci(v
.::u2

.-.....

CLASSIC ICEBERG IIi ll btl
SHREDDED LETIUCE ItO az bag)
COLE SLAW 11& oz.bagI

WITH PLUS CARD

$

(omer of lOth & AnMIIa (behind Jttowle lbeafre)
£»•()) •t9-Ufifi

@)[ill@ ll®fiill

23

@1@ ~I?B~H

for

YOUR CHOICE OF ALL

FRESH TURKEYS
~ BUTTERBALL, •
HONEYSUCKLE
FROZEN TURKEYS

..,-----·UIIf·-·-- 10 LIS. AND UP

1*1111

0\.IANTTTV RIQHTS f£Sl AvtO
'lo,(l!Ntll(1t.U'OI<All'f'l~·l'"")••1

·~wr.-.nn TA'N~At r"NC.~

J1fi\!l@

KROGER
HAM

~rt'l]

PREMIUM

-BtJN·I.·SS•

~

SUIIJ£CT TO A"LICAil[ TUU OJI'[II flPIA!S IIOI'IIoeER n. 2001.

Elf£tTM NOV.

MURRAY, KY

Now- Open Sundays
11 a.m. - 8 p.m.

PIE APPLE SALE
•ROME
• GOLDEN DELICIOUS
• GRANNY SMITH

s-t, Extra I.Airge

3 ,.~1

69:
•
l/llfTH PLUS CARD

RED
GLOBE
GRAPES

- ---MI.Il&N fOOD & Dllii&NDVIlHII
Open Non. - laf. II a.m. - I» a.-.
IIII~INfi

WHOLE SIRLOIN TIP GOLD MEDAL FLOUR
CHOICE ~tD IN BAS DMLn~ ·;;;;ir~~~~;;

..

CAft

~lflfifiO

WITH PLUS CARD

w• w11.1. • •
fHiiJfitJCIS3fDOG?Ofl!Jm liiJ 'W

• • • STOR• IIOR

IJ•'I'AI~S

